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Tournees Film Festival Gay Pride Slogans Defaced on Campus
Brings France to Trinity
By JAMES KUKST1S

NEWS WRITER

By JAKE ROBERTSON

ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
The Tournees Festival of New
French Film kicked off its annual
visit to Trinity College on Sunday
with a matinee showing of
"When the Sea Rises" at
Cinestudio. The film is the directorial debut of Belgian performer
Yolande Moreau, who also cowrote and stars in the picture.
In the opening scene of this
beautifully shot but woefully sluggish film, the camera regards a
pair of fidgeting hands from a
close, almost uncomfortable
proximity. One hand jerkily
removes a wedding Band" from
the other and promptly smears
the hand with fake blood. The
hands belong to Irene, a middleaged stage-performer who stars in
a traveling one-woman show,
"Nasty Business-Sex and Crime."
The semi-autobiographical tale is
based loosely on the experiences
of Moreau, who was a stage performer in the eighties.
Irene's

bloodying

of

her

hands is a part of her transformation into her stage alter-ego, a
hideous, crass old woman who,
having just murdered her husband, searches the audience for
his replacement, a "chicken" she
says. The transformation is made
complete by her donning of a
papier-mache mask, whose beaklike nose juts out authoritatively
and whose beady eyes scan the
audience as the old woman gripes
about love and murder.
For a film about a traveling
comedic performer, there are sur-.
prisingly few laughs., Irene's
assertive, amusing stage personality contrasts starkly with her
meek, plain, true self, and the
film makes the mistake of focusing more on this second, less
interesting persona and her slow,
directionless affair with one of
the "chickens" she chooses from
the audience. I say directionless
because we learn that Irene is
married. I say slow because much
of their romantic interaction
see FRENCH on page 16

Last Friday night, to coincide
with Family Weekend as well as to
fit between National Coming Out
Day and the national celebration
of Ally Week, members of EROS,
Trinity's Gay-Straight alliance,
chalked the walkways on campus
with messages promoting understanding of all sexualities. Not
long after the EROS members
were finished, other members of
the college community who took
issue
with
the
messages
approached the chalking with
their own views, altering and
often rendering meaningless the
statements of EROS.
Chalking has been utilized by
student gay-straight alliances at
Trinity since the 1970s, and since
the official formation of EROS it
has become a vital form of communication.
"Fear translates into an awful
silence," said EROS President
Crystal Nieves '08. "Chalkings are
a way to speak up about the issues
in a highly visible way without the
fear. With any notion of fear aside
it's also a message that can reach
a greater number of people."

Kristen Ghin

"I don't care" was written beneath a faded "Gay + Proud" EROS chalking.
A negative response is not
uncommon for EROS. "This campus doesn't have a history of being
very open to GLBT students, faculty, or staff," Nieves said. "I cannot
say that I am shocked [at the vandalism]. Rather, I am disappointed
that our campus is still at this low
a level of tolerance, acceptance,
and respect for all sexualities on
campus."
The messages, ranging from
the simple "Proud" to quotes
from Dr. Seuss and Woody Allen,
were vandalized with additional
chalking. To "Love knows no gen-

der," "but marriage does" was
added. Many of the original messages had "This is annoying"
tacked on to the end.
"There was nothing written
that stigmatized, insulted, or
degraded heterosexuality," said
Requiem founder Anita Gooding
'07. "However, those who felt the
need to reply not only mocked
and ridiculed homosexuality, but
they made it clear that they were
not willing to discuss the matter
intellectually."
see STUDENTS on page 4

Fair Attracts, Informs Worldly Students | Tripod Interviews Mayor
Perez on Trin-City Relations
By MOLLY DINCE

FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

Students flocked to the
Washington Room in Mather Hall
for the International Programs Fair
held on Oct. 5. Sponsored by the
Office of International Programs
(OIP), the event brought students'
attention to the fantastic opportunity of studying away. The fair also
provided important information
about the experience and application process in an enjoyable and
informal setting. The event was not
lacking in entertainment as each
table included not only brochures
and booklets about its specific
program but introduced students
to the unique culture of each
country with an assortment of
. food, photographs and cultural
displays. There were professors
from a variety of departments as
well as students who had already
participated in study abroad programs at each table to answer questions and hand out literature.
Tables displayed Trinity-administered and Trinity-approved programs, including international and
domestic programs in myriad
locations throughout the world.
Students could conclude that their
options for studying abroad are in
no way limited.
Study away is very popular
among Trinity students. Over 50
percent of the graduating class in
the past few years has studied away
for either one or two semesters and its popularity is not unfounded. Trinity's Global Learning Sites
are located in Vienna, Santiago,
Paris, Moscow, Cape Town,

ByJOETARZI

tional student.

OPINIONS EDITOR
TT: Seven years?

Sam Lin

Students got a flavor of the programs available through both dialogue and food.
Barcelona, Port of Spain and
Istanbul. However, this list
excludes the countless programs
that are approved by Trinity but
not specifically administered therein. Students can obtain a complete
list of those programs in any of the
OIP's booklets or fliers. Finally,
Trinity-in-Rome is the College's
oldest study abroad program with
approximately 50 students attending each term. Deanna Tito '07,
who studied in Rome last fall,
offered her opinion on spending a
semester abroad: "Study abroad is
one of the most enriching things
students can do at Trinity. It really
is something everyone should try
to take advantage of. I would highly recommend the Rome program
as I had a wonderful academic

experience and was able to tour
the country through trips to
Capri, Venice, and Florence with a
group of Trinity students who all
shared this same interest."
Students are often concerned
about the transfer of credits and
the financial cost of studying away.
see OIP on page 14

A short time ago, the Tripod
interviewed the current Mayor of
Hartford, Eddie A. Perez at his
office in City Hall. The interview
focused on the relationship
between Trinity and Hartford,
with special emphasis on community service. The Puerto Rico
born Perez has lived in Hartford
since relocating to the city at the
age of 12 and became the City's
first Latino mayor in 2001. Prior
to that, Mayor Perez had been an
IDP graduate of Trinity College,
Trinity's
first
Director
of
Community Relations, and, following that, he became the president of the Southside Institutions
Neighborhood Alliance.
Trinity Tripod: I understand you
were a Trinity student, correct?
Eddie Perez: I was an IDP student
which is not the traditional student. I went to school when I was
29 and worked at it for about
seven years, so I wasn't a tradi-

EP: Yes, in '96.
TT: How well did the college
interact with the community
when you were a student? What
was the level of community of
interaction, would you say?
EP: I have a good view of this
because I also lived in the neighborhood during high school,
established my family, and then
went to school.
Trinity has
always been engaged and had
opportunities for students to be
engaged in the neighborhood and
in the city. My first contact with
Trinity students was in the early
'70s when there was a group of
students [...] there was poverty in
that neighborhood but it was
working class.
TT: Is this Behind the Rocks,
Frog Hollow?
see HARTFORD on page 4
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To the Editor:
Recently, Dave Tenney wrote
a letter to the editor about
Trinity's "slide" in the U.S.
News and World Report's ranking .of liberal arts colleges.
While Tenney's motives are certainly well-intentioned, I think
he misses the key issue: Are
Trinity students receiving a high
quality education that is of the
same level as its peers? A college
education should not be judged
like a college football game (or
a figure skating competition,
which is exactly what the
USNWR does). The point of
the article about the USNWR
ranking is that they're incredibly subjective and based heavily
on abstract amounts of money.
The quality of an education is
judged by how deep one's pockets are and if Joe Amherst down
the road thinks highly of you.
So, if we want to increase our
USNWR ranking, we need to
start a media campaign directed
at our peers and raise gobs and
gobs of cash. Neither of these
things.have to do with a high

Chalk it Up to Intolerance
Daily life presents many disagreeable words. There are several signs on Summit Street that
read, "No Parking: Tow Away
Zone." Newspapers contain stories about genocide. There are
billboards along 1-91 advertising
sex shops.
Defacing signs or tearing up
newspapers and is one way to
express disagreement or annoyance with their content. Cars,
though, would still be towed
when parked illegally, people
would still be murdered in
Darfur, and creepy old men and
Trinity students alike would still
pull up to Penthouse Boutique.
Vandalism cannot change the
underlying message.
Some members of the Trinity
community disagreed with the
EROS chalkings last weekend.
They chose to exercise their own
freedom of speech and do their
own chalkings, modifying or in
some cases merely commenting
on the messages of tolerance.
The EROS messages were a
mix of clever, humorous, slightly
crude, and provocative. Some

students have criticized them as
being inappropriate for parents'
weekend. This presumes a great
deal of immaturity in the adults
who raised us; does anyone really
believe that parents and siblings
have not heard the word "balls"
before?
Provocative statements are
made with controversy in mind,
since controversy sparks discussion, discussion leads to openness, and openness is one path to
tolerance and acceptance. Parents
are certainly mature enough to
recognize which chalkings are
genuine assertions of pride and
which are meant in jest (Supreme
Court Justices, for example, do
not literally have their heads up
their asses, but suggesting a violation of Georgia's sodomy laws is
just funny.)
The immaturity, in fact, lies
with the students who reacted by
chalking over and around the
EROS messages. The responses
were overwhelmingly ineffective.
What message does "I don't care"
amended to a statement of gay
pride send?

Whatever dissenting voices
chalked over the EROS messages
cannot change the underlying
truth: there are members of the
campus community with many
different sexual identities. Some
are very open about their sexual
orientation; others feel compelled to keep it under wraps
because of fear of being ostracized or treated differently. Most
Trinity students can express their
sexuality in daily ways without
this fear; they can hold hands
with romantic partners of the
opposite gender without stares or
ask someone out on a date confident that he or she is part of
the 90 percent of the population
that is heterosexual.
It doesn't take courage to
declare oneself "straight and
proud" - when is the last time a
heterosexual was murdered for
his or her sexuality? Publicizing
one's homosexuality still sparks
controversy. Declaring one's apathy, on the other hand, is just
trying to chalk over a truth that
cannot be covered or erased by
vandalism. -JH
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quality education. The fact is,
the top 50 or 100 schools in
that ranking (along with the
Ivies, believe it or not) all provide pretty much the same education in a variety of branded
packages.
Want to improve
Trinity's brand? Donate some
money. Want to improve the
education offered at Trinity?
Encourage the administration
to focus on the important
things: Providing a nurturing,
safe, constructive learning environment that is inhabited by a
diverse student body. If we get
the fundamentals right, the
branding issue will resolve itself.

Neighborhood Alliance, comprised of Hartford Hospital and
Trinity College, along with the
Spanish American Merchants
Association, is collaborating
with SHCA to strengthen security efforts.
South Hartford has been a
popular destination for decades
and many memories have been
made here. There is no question
that these are all signs of health
and growth and that South
Hartford is a thriving multicultural community with a great
deal to offer to its residents and
its visitors.

JAMES STEVENS
CLASS OF 2005

PAUL MOZZICATO AND
VINNIE CARBONE
SHCA BOARD MEMBERS

South Hartford Has Much
To Offer Trinity Students

Defaced EROS Chalkings
Embarrassment To Campus

To the Editor:
In response to a Sept. 21
Hartford Courant article and the
recent media regarding South
Hartford, the South Hartford
Community Alliance wanted to
provide the facts regarding the
revival in South Hartford.
Formed in 2003 and now a
non-profit, the SHCA has dedicated itself to South Hartford's
quality of life and public safety.
And for the first time in
Hartford's history, our group
has united the Neighborhood
Revitalization Zones, mercantile
organizations and institutions of
South Hartford to collectively
improve our community.
Weekly meetings are being
held to brainstorm new ways to
make this community stronger.
Just to name a few, Maple
Avenue is moving forward with
its plans for a newly constructed
senior center and streetscape.
Park Street is building the Plaza
Mayor, a Hispanic Cultural
Center. SHCA and Franklin
Avenue are working with the
Village
for
Families
and
Children and the
Hartford
Police Department to resurrect
the old Police Athletic League
program and has formed a little
league baseball and a soccer
league.
Some
of
South
Hartford's schools have been
recently renovated and updated.
There is even talk of bringing
back our cultural festivals.

To the Editor:
If this were a perfect world,
there would not be any time
when I am ashamed to be a
Trinity student And while I am
proud to associate myself with
Trinity on the whole, there have
been moments when I have been
embarrassed by the actions of
my peers.
This Parents'
Weekend, EROS chalked the
campus with a message of tolerance and acceptance of the
LGBTQI community, but someone defaced the chalkings.
Where "Real men don't hate
gays" was written, someone had
crossed out the word "hate" and
replaced it with the word "date."
In other places, chalked phrases
were followed by "this is annoying" and "seriously, this is
annoying."

Businesses are continuing to
open and add value to the
already popular retail outlets,
restaurants, florists, bakeries,
and delis.
The Circulator that currently runs in Hartford to provide
transportation
throughout
downtown is going to add a connector to provide easier access
from downtown Hartford to the
South and West End.
The Hartford Guides program is now expanding into our
neighborhood. Using vans provided by SHGA, the Hartford
Guides serve as an additional set
of eyes and ears to report issues
to the police department. "The
Hartford Guides have been one
of our longest standing partners
in helping the city be a friendlier and safer place," said Chief
Mike Fallon of the Hartford
Police.
Southside Institutions

It is one's prerogative if one
wants to be homophobic or
intolerant of those with other
lifestyles. Anybody can make
the choice to disagree with the
ideas and views of another. But
I would at least think that someone who disagrees with the message of a chalking would choose
to handle it in a more constructive manner." Whoever defaced
the EROS chalkings acted in an
immature and cowardly manner.
EROS promoted their beliefs
constructively, positively, and
hardly anonymously. If you disagree with EROS, then take the
time to organize your own chalking, with facts and sayings that
support an informed argument
instead of deriding the opinion
of your opponents' chalking;
Sit down at your computer
and write an article for the
Tripod. Create a campus group
and sponsor a speaker and discussion. Don't destroy the hard
work of another person or
group, or turn someone else's
positive expression into a negative one.
My embarrassment goes farther than my disagreement with
whoever defaced the chalkings.
Whoever was coward enough to
commit such an unproductive
act gives a bad name to all
Trinity students, even those who
may tend to agree with him or
her.

.
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College Initiates SelfHandicapable Access Lacking at Trin
Study For Accreditation
By NICOLE DUBOWTTZ

NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

ByANjAMELDE .
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
Trinity College is in the middle
of preparing for its decennial reaccreditation by the New England
Association of Schools and
Colleges.
To renew its accreditation status, Trinity College conducts an
exhaustive self-study. This selfstudy process gives the College the
possibility to evaluate itself by its
own principles — and also to determine new aims and directions for
the next decade. Moreover, the
College can prove if it meets and
exceeds certain minimum standards. Also, the review goes along
with a period of indication about
the institution's strengths and
weaknesses, as well as a validation
of the efficiency of institutional
setting up and learning outcomes.
The self-study reportTDUtlines what
Trinity does, estimates how well it
achieves its goals, and makes predictions about the future trends
and needs of the College. The selfstudy is the center of the improvement of the quality of the College,
and it is used as an essential part
of the current planning process.
Trinity's accreditation was last
renewed in 1996, and its present
reaccreditation check is now in
progress. In fall 2005, President
Jimmy Jones nominated a steering
committee of nine members to
supervise the process. This will
conclude in spring 2007, when a
team of outside evaluators is
planned to visit the campus.
Before this date, the College will
engage in a broad and precise selfstudy. This effort is coordinated by
the steering committee, which is
co-chaired by Paula Russo, Vice
President
for
Planning,
Administration, and Affirmative
Action; Margo Perkins, Associate
Professor of English and American
Studies; and assisted by Kent
Smith, Senior Director of
Institutional
Research
and
Planning. The self-study and the
observations of the visiting team
will be used by NEASC as a basis
for renewing accreditation status
for another decade.
The NEASC is the nation's
oldest local accrediting association
— founded in 1885 — whose task is
the establishment and preservation
of high standards for all levels of
education
—
from
preKindergarten to the doctoral level.
In the six states of Connecticut,
Maine,
Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, and
Vermont, the NEASC serves more
than 2,000 public and independent schools, colleges and universities
— and,
additionally,
American/international schools in
more than sixty countries worldwide. The NEASC's accreditation
process aims to bring about educational improvement at all levels of
schooling.
As part of a normal and periodic re-examination of the quality
of educational facilities and pro-

grams, all institutions of higher
education are involved in the
accreditation process. In the
United States, accreditation is a
popular method of informing students, families, government officials, and the press about an institution's or program's quality of
education. It is a process of systematic improvement which relies
on a voluntary, peer review
process. Engaged are some 3,400
educators in the region on hundreds of reviews in any year. Each
of them relies on a 12 to 18
month self-study process carried
out by schools and colleges in regular review cycles. The main aims
are school effectiveness, improvement, and public assurance. This
establishes a level of acceptable
quality for all accredited institutions.
Institutions are asked to complete an honest evaluation of how
well they are fulfilling these standards regarding their specific mission, history, and situation. "As
the College has not really a risk of
losing accreditation, it tried to
make the whole self-study process
more useful by defining three critical areas for special importance,"
Russo said. The institutional selfstudy report will also include
numerous topics of certain significance to Trinity. These three established categories are helpful to the
college's current planning efforts
(e.g. the Cornerstone and the
Curricular Review efforts): student
intellectual engagement and campus community among students
and" between, students and faculty
and staff, Trinity's urban and global programs as distinguishing characteristics of liberal arts at Trinity,
and effective and integrated planning and budgeting assuring the
effective use of resources to
advance Trinity's mission and
strategic interests.
"The perspectives of students
are especially important for the
special emphasis areas of student
engagement and community and
our urban and global programs
and for the standards on our academic program and student services," Smith said. "I hope students
will read the drafts as they are
released and give us their comments and suggestions."
"These three categories allow
Trinity to get feedback out of the
whole process," Russo said. A
remarkable improvement in all
three of those special-emphasis categories could lead to a better sense
of community, trust, and common purpose. Additionally, this
will help" considerably in advancing these three areas.
"Between now and December
the process will become more
intensified," Russo added. "There
will be more going on. We will get
more input from the campus community through synthesizing,
gathering, and analyzing information." Within its self-study, Trinity
see COMMITTEE on page 6

College buildings that will be
undergoing renovations, including
the Trinity Commons, Jarvis, and
Seabury, will provide full accessibility for wheelchairs once completed.
While these buildings will then
meet
the Americans with
Disabilities Act requirements, problems with other campus structures
remain. The ADA requires that "All
new construction of places of public accommodation [...] is accessible," and- renovations "must be
made in an accessible manner to
the maximum extent feasible."
"There is a range of accessibility on campus," said Joe Stramondo
'04, who uses a wheelchair. The
buildings built in the 1990s are
completely accessible. McCook
and the Austin Arts Center are not
fully accessible: while a ramp leads
to their first two levels, their third
levels are not accessible,
Jarvis and Seabury, on the
other hand, are currently "completely inaccessible; you can't even
get into the first floor [with a
wheelchair]," Stramondo said.

Edwin C. Pratt
Persons with disabilities are effected by lack of accessible buildings on campus

According to Sally Katz,
Director of Facilities at Trinity,
"The architectural design of
Seabury will allow us to add in elevators. The interior layout of Jarvis
is vastly different from Seabury and
does not allow for the introduction
of elevators without having serious
architectural and structural ramifications." ADA regulations excuse
Jarvis from having elevators since
their installation would "threaten
or destroy the historical significance of the building."

Moved to its present location
in 1878, "It is not a new campus
and each time we build or attempt
a renovation we seek ways to make
it accessible," said Katz.
Trinity has been able to keep its
old and beautiful architecture while
making a conscious effort to
accommodate students in wheelchairs all around campus. "The
campus is built with circular
motions allowing for access from
see FUTURE on page 6

Planning Council Helps To Assess Needs
By BILL COSGROVE

STAPF WRITER
In an e-mail dated Oct. 6,
Paula Russo, Vice President for
Planning, Administration, and
Affirmative Action, notified
members of the Trinity community that the Planning and
Budget Council will soon begin
reviewing recommendations submitted from seven project teams
on campus in its effort to determine the future allocation of college resources. Russo, who serves
as the Chair of the PBC,
explained that the council is
"doing the preliminary work that
is necessary to get a budget for
next year."
Last April, President Jimmy
Jones spoke on the financial
health of the College and laid out
what needs to be done to solve
Trinity's long-term financial challenges. Among the problems he
noted were: an endowment that is
relatively small compared to competing institutions, an unexpected increase in utility and health
benefit costs, significant debt
service, and the discovery of
many unfunded programs at the
College.
In those addresses, the president had presented a series of initiatives he hoped would fix the
systemic problems lying inside
the operating budget of the
College. "We have, for the most
part, been using band-aids —
some of them tourniquet size —
to address our financial challenges," explained Jones last
spring. "We have no choice but
to find thoughtful, permanent
solutions,"
One way the administration
has sought to find those solutions was by forming the PBC, a
group comprised of faculty, staff

and administration that is in
charge of creating a process that
would lead to a five-year planning
model for the future allocation of
college resources in seven categories: Academic Programs and
Support; Administration and
Infrastructure;
Athletics;
Auxiliary Services; Global and
Urban Programs; Information
Technology; and Student Life and
Support.
Over the summer, the PBC
established project teams for each
of the seven targeted areas. Each
team includes several members of
the PBC and representatives from
appropriate administrative departments and faculty committees.
The first step in the PBC's
attempt to create long-term budget goals began last Friday when
project team reports were submitted to the council for review.
Each team was asked to make
recommendations as to how
resources should be allocated

within their area assuming that
the percentage of the operation
budget to be spent in that area
would remain the same, and identifying how those recommendations would change if the funds
available for that area were
reduced by 10 percent. In order
to propose recommendations,
each team'was to review budget
data for its project area as well as
comparative data from other colleges. Before submitting reports
to the PBC, each team was to
identify how its recommendations link to the mission and
goals of the College.
"We wanted people to feel
that they could think creatively
about the College and make recommendations that would be
taken into consideration with
care"
"What the PBC as a group
will do is review the whole set of
see SUGGESTIONS on page 5

The Gave!: SGA This Week
Newspapers Are Back
'
'
Monday Oct. 16, the SGA approved a resolution to purchase 30 copies of the
New York Times for students to take and read at no cost. The newspapers will
be distributed in Mather Hall starting next week.
SGA. Allocates Funds to New Organizations
The SGA heard requests from and approved seven organizations for funding
this past week. One such example is the Trinity Pep Band. The Pep Band will,
hopefully, begin energizing crowds at the next home football game. Other
approved organizations include: The Trinity Independent Music Collective, The
Water Polo Club, and The Dischqrds.
Lighting Walk
There will be an open walk around Trinity campus to view areas that need outside lighting improvement this Wednesday. Contact Andrew Pedro for information.
Multicultural Affairs Masquerade Party
MAC will be holding a masquerade party on Oct. 28. The free party will be
held in the Vernon Social Center starting at 10:00 p.m.
Four New SGA. Members Sworn In.
President Devin Romanul '07 appointed four open senatorial positions to
Carter Erwin '07, Erin Ogilvie '07, Meghan Borgelt '08, and Matthew Sahlin
'08.

•

•
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Students and Administrators Disappointed With Anti-Gay Chalkings
continued from page 1
This act of vandalism reinforces the image of the low level
of tolerance on Trinity's campus.
The Princeton Review ranks
Trinity in the top 20 on its list of
colleges least accepting of alternative lifestyles, and in the top five
on. the list of colleges with the
' least race and class interaction.
Some students find fault in the
very nature of the college. "Trinity
will stumble blindly onward,
reaching out its hands and groping around for more right, straight
''diversity/" said David Calder '08.
At the same time, some see
heated debate as a refreshing alternative to political apathy. "It is
very important for Trinity students to fight for things like this
and to make sure that they don't
just drop the ball because they've
got so iriuch going on," said Kyle
Stone '07, a member of both
Requiem and EROS. "It is worth
it to stay committed to politics on
campus [...] Trinity has always
been a struggle, it has always been
a war zone."
The Administration is faced
with a difficult situation, unable
to condemn either side. "We are a
community that runs on ideas,
and as such we need to make
room for a wide range of ideas,"
said Dean of Students Fred Alford.
"My beef is with crossing out
someone else's ideas in order to
express your own. Given that the
original messages that I read urged
people to accept and care about
people regardless of their sexual

orientation or expression, it is par- "I just decided to write, 'I love my
ticularly discouraging when those lesbian sister.'"
The next day, "Good 4 U" was
ideas are silenced."
"[GLBT students] are already written underneath Williams' deccast out of the norm of Trinity laration. "That kind of response
culture and so the problem every blew me away," said Nieves. "I was
time they try to enter into main- appalled to wake up a few days
stream Trinity society they are later and find that sincere declaraexcluded and that's a real problem tion tarnished [...] The fact that
coming from a school where there people feel they need to rebut and
have been a lot of steps in the past make ignorant comments in
few years that have pushed response to the chalking is pretty
towards a more unified student ridiculous and they are completely disregarding all the history and
body," said Stone.
"I think it's important to opposition that the gay communiremind the college, especially on ty faces."
"With all the time people
parents' weekend as the potential
donors trot to and fro, that spend on something like this, they
improving diversity is harder than don't spend any time actually self
finding more rich, straight stu- reflecting on what they're doing,
dents that come in different col- because if they did they'd realize
that all they're doing is silencing a
ors," said Calder.
While writing the messages, group on campus that shouldn't
members
of
EROS
were be silenced," said Stone. "I think a
approached by at least two sepa- lot of students feel like they have
rate groups of students, both some sort of a right to vandalize
wanting to add their own touch. the chalkings because they feel like
One group in front of Jarvis was . they want to give their message
approached by students who felt too [...] I don't understand how
the chalking was one-sided. "I sup- the students who do the antipose they are," said one of the chalking can feel like they're really
EROS writers, Mike Pierce '10. expressing a legitimate point of
"But that's entirely the point. The view that's not just antagonizing
world is one-sided." After asking someone."
President Jones has seen this
the EROS members if they could
write straight pride slogans too, sort of behavior since his first
they were lent chalk and added presidency, at Kakmazoo College
in Michigan. "I found in
their own positive message.
Emma Williams '10, while Michigan that statements such as
walking with a friend along the the polite ones chalked on camLower Long Walk, noticed a writ- pus for some reason.bring out the
ing declaring: "I love my lesbian worst in others, as its pleas for tolmom," and decided to write her erance somehow elicited reactions
own for her sister, who is a lesbian. in exactly the opposite pole," he

said. "I have just never understood
the endemic need to be intolerant,
or certainly the need to advertise
one's prejudices."
Last Sunday, Jones preached in
the Chapel at a Vespers service,
reading the line, "What you do to
the least of these, you do unto
me." He followed by speaking of
the need for the Chapel, the
Church, and especially the
College to be a "free and open
space where all find sanctuary."
"It is a shame that others feel
this is not the case," he said.
"By doing events like the
chalkings [...] we aim to bring
some visibility to LGBTQ. issues
on campus, and if there is one
good thing about the response, it
is that we can now publicly show
that there is homophobia on campus, and we can start from there
to do something about it,"
Gooding said.

"Even vandalized they were
still worth writing," Nieves said.
"Now people can see even more
clearly that GLBT are still isolated
and discriminated on campus. Its
not a problem of Trinity's past, it
is a problem of our present."
Alford is making arrangements
for people to gather at Gallows
Hill this Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.
to talk about reactions to the
chalking and defacement, in hopes
that the people who wrote and rewrote the messages will come forward and explain their views.
"EROS [...] chalks to convey
these messages and hopefully create dialogue about GLBT rights,"
Nieves said. "We want people to
think about the claims being
made and also to think about the
statistics we chalk. I wish people
would also think about why we
still need to chalk some 30 years
later in a 'Progressive America.'"

Campus Safety Report
October 14
At 2:08 a.m. an alcohol and
drug policy violation was
reported to Campus Safety
in the the Connecticut
Culinary Institute. A student
was in possession of alcohol
and marijuana in his room.
The event was reported to
the Dean of Students'
office.
At 5:50 p.m. Campus Safety
witnessed students on the
stairs of Jarvis carrying a

bag full of alcohol. The alcohol was confiscated and the
event was reported to the
Dean of Students office.
October 15
At 3:07 a.m. a fire alarm was
pulled on the third floor of
Wheaton. It was a false
alarm. Hartford Fire
Department responded.
Campus Safety cleared the
building, reset the alarm,
and reported the event to
the Dean of Students' office.

Hartford Mayor Perez Shares Experiences as Trinity IDP Student
continued from page 1
EP: No this was in the North
End of Hartford, so they were
engaged in community work city
wide, not just in the neighborhood. When the neighborhood
became a challenge for Trinity,
blight has gone from the center
city, from downtown, first blight
went north, to north Hartford
and there was. a lot of stuff that

Trinity was doing in north
Hartford as well as in their own
neighborhood.
They were
always engaged, but they were
engaged in two traditional areas:
service learning internship area,
which continues to do a lot better than most colleges and that's
always been a strong suit, and
then the volunteering area. And
when I went to campus, on staff,
in '90

Breaking
Grown
www.trincoll.eclu
Mayor Perez at the groundbreaking of the Community Sports Complex in 2004.

TT: What was your position?
EP: I was Director of
Community Relations. We had
roughly about 150 to 200 students engaged but the quality of
engagement was on the ' lower
energy level, you know it wasn't
an institutional commitment, it
was students and faculty members wanting to be involved
either volunteering or from an
academic perspective. Then we
spent a lot of time working with
faculty, we gave the first faculty
development grants for faculty
to incorporate service learning
and that was a whole, [Professor
of Philosophy] Dan Lloyd led
that effort and at once it exploded community activism and
community involvement. That
was probably '95 or '96. It has
continued to remain at that
level; I think we have 300 - 400
students engaged every semester
but now you have the institutional commitment both at the
community outreach level, the
academic level, and then the
institutional level. Those are the
three levels and student and faculty have gotten a lot more
quantitative. I'll give you an
example, they give a class for up
and coming executive directors
of community based organizations [...] that's not , a normal
thing for a college to do, it's
normal for universities who have
large faculty departments to do
that kind of civic engagement.
Obviously internship and com-

munity volunteer programs [at
Trinity] are probably two of the
best in the country when it
comes to the number of students who participate, percentage-wise.
TT: I assume you're familiar
with Trinity's budget crunch. I
was wondering if you were worried that we're going to decrease
the level of community involvement, since the Trinity Center
for Neighborhoods has already
closed.
EP: my perspective from
hearing from the Board of
Trustees and the faculty and the
students that we will survive
those kinds of crunches. If you
look at Trinity Center for
Neighborhoods it was a government funded program that
Trinity landed, so it wasn't coming from the tuition, from the
students.
TT: It was part of the
Kellogg Grant, correct?
EP: Yeah, so I don't know
that the budget crunch [will
impact the situation]; as long as
there are faculty, students, and
administrators on the campus
looking for those opportunities
those will come. Honestly, to
land those opportunities there
has to be a commitment on the
part of the college to want to do
those things, which means that
the college has to go and

explore and some of those come
through and some of them
don't. Trinfo [cafe] is a good
example, it's continuing, so you
don't have all the bells and whistles of the program but a couple
of things that that the Trinity
Center fdr-Neaghborhoods started on: the directors program,
the Trinfo opportunity, some of
the internship angles that have
now been embedded into the
internship program came out of
the
Trinity
Center
for
Neighborhoods. I would say,
I'm not worried about [the loss
of TCN], I know it happened
and I would have preferred that
that would have continued but I
knew and they knew the grant
was going to end and I don't
think there was any expectation that Trinity would make up 100
percent of the grant. Trinity has
a core mission of educating students and that has to come first
before all the other stuff, but I
think it's embedded. I don't see
Trinity moving away from where
we got it to in terms of community involvement. It may have
its peaks and valleys because of
funding and priorities but that's
not a negative. .

In the second half of this
interview next week in the
Tripod, Mayor Perez will discuss
the hockey rink, downtown
development, and the possibility
of NHL hockey returning to
Hartford.
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News In Brief
Module Developed for Disaster
Aid Program
A Trinity team recently developed a valuable component
for Sahana—a volunteer management module to manage all
aspects of volunteerism in response to a disaster—and more
are in the making. The award-winning Sahana Free and
Open Source Software Disaster Management System can
be deployed by a relief organization during a natural disaster. In fact, Sahana was created in response to the Asian
Tsunami. Sahana was deployed in Pakistan following the
tsunami, the 2005 Pakistan earthquake, and the 2006 mudslide disaster in the Philippines.
The Trinity team is the first academic group in the U.S. to
have a software module accepted by Sahana. Trinity College
Professor Ralph Morelli, Visiting Professor Heidi Ellis,
Computer Science/Engineering Technology Coordinator
Trishan de Lanerolle '04, Jonathan Damon '07, and
Jonathan Raye '09—a summer research student from Bard
College—developed the prototype volunteer module that
was officially accepted by Sahana on Oct. 11, 2006. The
team will soon customize the module for use by the Sri
Lanka Red Cross.

Dean Alford to Organize Neil
Young Celebration
The Committee about Celebrating Aging Celebrities,
headed by Dean of Students Fred Alford, is planning a
celebration of Neil Young's birthday on Nov. 8 from 7
p.m. to 10 p.m. in Gallows Hill. Campus musicians will
be playing during the event, and Neil Young CDs will be
given away as prizes throughout the night. Anyone
interested in performing should contact either Dean
Alford or Will Raymund '10.

Suggestions Made forResource Allocation
continued from page 3
recommendations and then,
given the overall structure of the
budget, make a recommendation
as to how the budget should look
for next year," Russo said. The
PBC will also create a draft projection of the budget for the next
five years.
In order to plan for the future
and have the ability to allocate its
resources in support of institutional goals, Russo's e-mail said
that, "It will be necessary for
some areas of the budget to grow
rather than shrink. In the short
term, such growth can only result
from strategic reallocation of
existing resources." By identifying
in each area what would be lost if
funds were cut by 10 percent,
each team "will provide the PBC
with the flexibility necessary to
allow for very modest adjustments."
The work of the individual
teams and their subsequent
reports are confidential, however, so the Trinity community will
not know what recommendations were made until early
December when the PBC will
share a draft version of its recommendations with the campus
community. Those addresses
"will provide people an opportunity to hear our proposals before
it gets written in stone," said
Russo, who stressed that one
goal the PBC has is to get all of
its work done as early as possible
so that there will be more time

for people to understand the recommendations that will be made
and to give the council any feedback that they wish. The actual
budget will be presented for
approval to the Board of
Trustees in March.
Russo explained that the PBC
is "taking a look at all of the
things the College is doing and
making recommendations on
how to ensure that we're using
our budget resources to move forward the goals and objectives we
have identified as an institution
that are most important to us."
Essentially, the council was
formed to make sure that the
College's budget would accurately
reflect its goals. In the past there
have been separate committees in
charges of budgeting monies and
planning. The formation of the
PBC merges those two committees into one, which is what a
Faculty-Trustee Committee has
recommended in the past.
"It's really about trying to do
a better job of linking the planning that the College does with
its budgeting process, which
means if there's a particular
objective that [we've] identified
that [we] want to accomplish, we
have to look at how are we going
to do that," said Russo. The PBC
will look at all of Trinity's goals
and ask, "How are we going to
manage to make sure we are using
our resources to move forward
what the College needs to be
doing?"
Some of these goals include

taking care of deferred maintenance costs and debt service and
increasing financial aid to students, three critical areas that
were not adequately budgeted for
in the recent past. "If your goals
are to take good care of your
buildings, to be sure that you've
budgeted for your debt, and that
you want to bring more students
in on financial aid, than you need
to put the budget together so
that there are sufficient monies
to do all of those things because
those are what we've said are very
important to us," said Russo, reiterating the mission of the PBC to
make sure the budget reflects
Trinity's goals. "We wish as an
institution to be able to support
more students on financial aid,
but if we're going to do that
that's going to cost additional
funds so that also needs to be
built into the budget."
Russo is pleased with the
progress of the PBC and is looking forward to fulfilling its mission. "People have taken the
whole exercise very seriously and
I'm hopeful that we're able to do
something to make good recommendations."
Isaac Oransky '08 believes
that the work the PBC is undertaking will be good for the
school. "I think that it's important for [the PBC] to do both
(looking at the budget in terms of
the College's goals and looking at
what each department needs," he
said. "It's a worthwhile thing to
do."

bb Openings Info {Sessions
Ernst & Young I
Seeking Consultants in the Transfer Pricing/Economic Consulting
practice within E&Ts intematSond Tax Services (ITS).

St. Paul Travelers
Seeking finance graduates for the Financial Management
Leadership Development Program (FMLDP). Eventual
positions can include Corporate finance, Commercial Lines,
Specialty, Personal Lines, and Claim Business Units.
# Seeking any major for the Persona! lines Product Hanagemenfc Development PragrarrvSome of the most common
successive positions are State Team Market or Product Analysts,
Catastrophe Management Market Analyst; Research and Development
Business Analyst finance, and Management Information Systems.
• Seeking candidates interested in both analytical and marketing
for the Under-writing Development Program/Account
Executive Program. You can work in a variety of commercial
insurance areas, including working with Fortune (00 companies, the
Public Sector, Technology clients, and "Main Street-type" businesses
while establishing, supporting m\d maintaining effective business
relationships with customers, agents and brokers.

EF Education
Seeking qualified candidates with a team and entrepreneurial spirit t o
join their team at all levels of experience for EF Language Programs,
EF Travel Products, EF Cultural Exchange Programs and EF internet
Learning Program.

Educational Resources Group (ERG)
Seeking graduates interested in teaching in independent schools
Teaching positions available in Math, Computers, Chemistry, Physics,
Biology, Spanish, French, Latin, English, History, Physical Education,
Art, Music Theatre and Elementary Education.

For more details on any of our current Job
openings, please log into Trinity Recruiting
'"" "-ji/rtrf nco8Ler6craiting.com)

TErnst & Young
i If you are Interested in working for a global, innovative company,
I please Join three Trinity graduates for a discussion and presentation
| on the Transfer Pricing/Economic Consultant position E&Y is
[ currently recruiting. Tuesday, October 17 © 7:00pm.
Kevin Burke'94, Senior Manager
Steve Sideris *04, Consultant
LJndsey Sheidon '05, Consultant

I New York Recruiting Consortium
| This is ah opportunity t o learn more about the New York Recruiting
I Consortium taking place on Friday, January 12th. Find out how you
, can apply t o interview with top New York employers in the fields of
! Consulting, Finance, Publishing, Law and More! Tuesday,
! October 24 @ 7:00pm and Friday October 27 @ I2:00pm.

i Practice Interviews
| These interviews are mandatory for seniors participating in any of
Boston, New York, or Washington D C Recruiting events. However,
ali students are welcome. They will run from 6:30pm until 8:30pm
| at half hour intervals on 'Wednesday, October 25 and Thursday,
; O c t o b e r 26. Stop by, email, or call, t o set up a practice interview.
i You must bring a blank videotape with you, dress in a business suit,
I and provide us with a copy of your resume at least 48 hours in
| advance of your interview.

IConnPIRGJ
| Address real problems; get meaningful results! If you want a job
working hard t o solve our country's problems each day, consider a
! job with the state Public Interest Research Groups (PIRGs). The
I state PJRGs are a national network of nonprofit organizations that
] advocate on behalf of the public interest Starting with thorough
J research, we tackle problems that need t o be solved. Come join the
• Information session on Wednesday, October 25 from 4:30-5:3Opm.

Under New Management!
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Writers Take Opinions, Reviewers Have Responsibility to Truth
Themselves Too Seriously
ment is that just because I did not
enjoy the concert, that doesn't
mean any of the bands were objecI wasn't surprised to see two tively bad. If one follows his relaresponses to my article "Planet tivistic position that everyone has
Fails to Impress"
a valid opinion
in last week's
regarding what
Just because Scarella. music is good or
Tripod. However,
disagrees with my
bad, one comes
I was surprised to
to the conclusion
see how illogical
opinion over the
that nobody can
and misrepresenmerit of his band
make a value
tative of my artidoes not mean he has
judgment on a
cle they were. The
the right to call into
piece of art. This
responses from
argument
is
question my commitDurney
and
absurd:
applied
to
Scarella show a
ment to music and
academics,
fundamental misthe arts in general.
wouldn't
that
understanding of
mean
that
profesboth my article
and the role of the Tripod as an sors can't give grades to students?
important part of the Trinity His position would say that what
one says in an essay or on a test is
community.
Durney's letter to the editor that student's opinion, which has
can be dismissed quickly because
the basic assumption he makes
about my article is false: it was not
a news piece, but rather an arts
review. Perhaps if Durney read the
newspaper a little more closely, he
would have noticed that the second half of my article was in the
Arts section. The article is not a
"hideous misrepresentation of the
news," as he argues, because it is
not news. I found it shameful that
a student would write a letter with
so many unfounded claims and
personal attacks on me as a writer
and music lover.
Scarella's article "Tripod Has
No Right to Write Negative
Reviews of Student Bands" is
more substantial, but ultimately
just as flawed. Scarella's first arguBy JOHN RENDEIRO

STAFF WRITER

This writer, an obviously superlatively talented and influential
member of campus, feels elated
I'm writing this article in and vindicated.
response to the article that Brett
To elucidate the Tripod's
Jackson wrote in response to the influence on students is foolish,
article "An Open Address to but it's safe to say that every sinFreshman Girls," which was a gle Trinity student's life is domiresponse to the humorously con- nated by the printed word ushtrived attitude that older college ered to them on Tuesdays. The
-girls take to their younger coun- articles in the Opinions section,
terparts, which is a response to which students most certainly
the actual popularity of fresh- treat as the Facts section, have an
man girls among older college enormous impact on the school
guys - I think. What I'm really community. That is why the
trying to say is that I've been paper needs to be more diligent.
moved emotionally, most likely All of these responses are a result
in a negative way, by some of the of other writers, who take themarticles written in my beloved selves very seriously, feeling the
Tripod about subneed to shoot
To elucidate the
jects that I disdown anything
agree with. So, like
they
disagree
Tripod's influence on
any other impaswith,
regardless
students is foolish,
sioned,
selfof its legitimabut it's safe to say
respecting college
cy.
that every single
student, my only
Two issues
Trinity student's life
real
way
of
ago, when an
responding
is
is dominated by the
honest,
well
going on a foolishcomposed
critiprinted word ushered
ly over-dramatized
cism of the fall
to them on Tuesdays.
crusade to change
concert
was
what I perceive,
published, I was
without any real
outraged. How
evidence or logic-, to be the root could one person be allowed to
of all the problems of the fairly voice his opinion in an arts
school. What better way to con- review? It seemed right when
duct my extremely important members of the band wrote a
crusade than through the single poorly composed, confusing
most influential medium known response full of lousy metaphors.
to mankind: an article in a col- It just shouted, or rather whined,
lege newspaper.
"You can't criticize us, even if
I considered writing about you have a good reason." When
how the football team is respon- an obviously satirical piece like
sible for the school's monetary "An Open Address to Freshman
problems (even though these two Girls," was run in the Features
subjects are, once and for all, section, I felt a response was neccompletely unrelated). I thought essary. Surely this innocent
about writing about the Vernon attempt at humor, albeit a largeByFATIMAJAFRI,
Street social scene (for the five ly failed attempt, in the school
JOHNJABBOUR,
hundredth time). I could even newspaper was destroying the
ANDREW ARMENTANO
write about how the school's self esteem of freshman girls and
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTORS
focus on providing decent food perpetuating an oppressive social
for students at places like Mather structure. Brett Jackson's piece
An opinion piece in last
is, in fact, hurting academics was quick to strike it down, and week's edition of the Tripod disacross the campus (an oversight I rightly so. People were in danger. cussed in great detail the conBrett Jackson's piece is really
am shocked that no one has covtemporary issues affecting Israel
ered yet). Yet, after at least twen- indicative of everything that's and the Arab world. Many referty minutes of fairly careless delib- right about this new response ences were made to the "creed of
eration, I found the perfect con- method. He first addressed a gos- victimization." The author based
cern to fuel the crusade. Well, at sip column, shrewdly observing much of his argument on this
least for the next week, until how relating four stories a week abstract concept and even used it
about bad behavior empowers
something else pisses me off.
to account for recent historical
the drunks that run this school.
In this year's Tripod, a publidevelopments in the Arab world.
It was all too obvious. Not only
cation supposedly containing
Grounding such complex issues
is the social scene hateful in his
"insightful, interesting journalin such an abstract concept as
view, any mention of it conism," there has been a severe misvictimization is unfair and insuftributes to the problem. He is
take made. In fact, I would go so
ficient. However, when the idea
absolutely, 200 percent right. He
far as to argue that most of the
of victimization is contextualized
then discussed the aforemenpieces in the Tripod, this one
for both the Israeli and the Arab
tioned "Freshman Girls" article,
included, don't really qualify as
world, it serves as a useful startpointing out its widespread cor"journalism" at all, but that's a
ing point to discuss more conruption of upper class girls. He
whole 'nother story. The Tripod
crete issues.
closed by addressing the campus
has been severely irresponsible in
Both the Israelis and the
security problems that recently
publishing many articles that are
Palestinians are, in factr "vichave occurred, vaguely connectinfluencing students in a very
tims." They are victims of the
ing this to the Tripods lack of
negative way. The Tripod has
constant threat of violence and
responsibility and, finally, taking
degenerated into a no-holdsinstability, but merely acknowlanother jab at the social scene,
barred argument forum for
edging these shared feelings is
about which he obviously feels
increasingly self righteous, self
not enough. We need to ask
strongly about. He did this all in
important writers who are creatquestions: What is the cause of
a marvelous structure that
ing a never ending chain of serican this constant state of violence?
ous, desperate sounding responsWhat will it take to prevent vioes full of uninformed opinions.
see ROBINSON on page 9
lence in the future? To answer
. By MIKE ROBINSON

OPINIONS WRITER

to be valid.
Scarella also makes the false
assumption that this is a news
piece. He states that a "wellrounded review of the concert
would have included opinions
from many different people."
That might be true for a news
report, but art critics present their
own opinions backed up with
experience and taste. That doesn't
mean every reader has to agree,
but it also doesn't mean that the
critic is a poor one because of his
or her decision not to include
every person's opinions. (For the
record, I did include a quote from
another student, who happened
to agree with my position.) Of
course some students enjoyed the
concert - lots of people also enjoy
see TRUTHFUL on page 9

Arab/Israeli Issue Not a Simple One
Conflict about Politics, Economics, Not Arab Victimization
these questions we need to put
the Arab/Israeli conflict in context.
Though the Arab/Israeli conflict is an extremely complex
topic, the events of the war this
past summer between Israel and
Lebanon/Gaza made clear several recurring themes that we can
use to understand the broader
conflict. One of these themes
deals with the perceived lack of
Arab infrastructure. Last week's
article criticized the Arabs of
Gaza and Lebanon for blaming
Israel for the presence of "soaring unemployment, [and lack of]
economic growth" Instead of
exploring the possible origin of
Arab grievances, the author
makes the argument that their
grievance is a virtue of their
choice to "subscribe to the cult
of victimization." Palestinians in
Gaza do not choose to be in a
position of economic stagnation.
In April of 2006, 79 percent of
Gazan households were living in
poverty. Putting this fact into its
political context helps us understand why the poverty rate is so
high.
Gaza and the West Bank are
not sovereign states. Nor does it
exist in a political/economic vacuum. It does exist, however, in

the realm of Israeli power. In this
realm, Israel is able to exercise its
(unrestrained and unregulated)
influence over the internal political and economic matters of
Gaza and the West Bank. The
consequences of Israeli involvement, whether they are intentional or unintentional, are widespread. The World Bank notes
that "external closures, internal
restrictions on movement, and
the continued construction of
the 'Separation Barrier' continue
to fragment Palestinian social
and economic space." Since the
beginning of the Israeli campaign in Gaza on June 25, 2006,
most entry and exit points have
been
sealed,
preventing
Palestinian workers, dependent
on Israel for work, from entering
the country. Economic stagnation in the Palestinian territories
is not a conscious choice; it is a
consequence of an uncertain
environment in which only one
thing is certain: the occupation.
Another theme articulated by
the war this past summer is the
disproportionate use of violence
by Israel in response to Arab
resistance. Constant IDF crossborder raids and missile attacks
see ARABS on page 9
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Jones
A
Modest
Proposal
from
Juliet
Izon
Dear Jimmy...President
Answers
Students'
Questions

What does reaccreditation mean?
Schools, whether they
are colleges or universities,
must be reaccredited every
ten years or so. There are
professional reaccreditation associations in various parts of the United
States whose task it is to
:•///
examine whether or not a school merits being reaccredited. One might say that every ten years or so, schools have
to be reexamined by outside parties to make certain that
they pass muster. Trinity is due for its reaccreditation
next spring.
This work is premeditated upon a close self-critique
that is itself based upon a considerable amount of data
being assembled. We have been hard at work for many
months, assembling and assessing these data. The reaccreditation team here at Trinity is being led by Vice
President Russo and by Professor Margo Perkins, with
expert guidance from Rent Smith, who heads up our
Institutional Research office. Until one has actually been
on the inside of such efforts or until one has actually
served on a visiting committee, what must be done to do
an appropriate job of preparing for a reaccreditation
probably appears somewhat opaque. Hundreds of data
sets must be examined. Self-assessments must be prepared.
Reports must be written. The number of hours required
to prepare a reaccreditation study would astonish individuals outside the process, undoubtedly. To say that thousands of hours will ultimately have to be expended to prepare the reaccreditation study is far from hyperbolic: it is
a current reality. Just ask Professor Perkins, Director
Smith, or Vice President Russo. They know better than
anyone else on campus what is required, and ergo what
they are having to do at the present time to prepare for
the spring.
When the spring comes, a visitation committee will
come to campus. Presidents of similar institutions always
head the visiting team, and in our case, Trinity is very fortunate in that President Liebowitz of Middlebury will
chair the visiting committee examining Trinity for our
ten-year reaccreditation. The processes are going through
a concerted metamorphosis at this time across the country. One of the possible variations on past reaccreditation
practices is to allow an option for a focused study rather
than one that is all over the proverbial map. Trinity chose
to pursue the focused option on three interrelated fronts,
each of which poses an important opportunity for the
College to take a long, studied look at how we conduct
the business of education here: how we construe planning, how we engage our financial resources to make certain that we live within our means, and how we move forward on the urban-international engagement focus that
came from the Cornerstones work two years ago.
Having been part of a number of reaccreditation projects in the past, both from inside various academic institutions and from being a member of several visiting committees elsewhere, I am delighted that our reaccreditation
association is now allowing for more focused, directly relevant studies. This is a decided improvement over past
national practices by some measure. And I am most
grateful to Paula Russo, Margo Perkins, and Kent Smith,
together with a number of other members of our academic community, for the considerable efforts they are putting into this very important project on behalf of Trinity.

Please send any questions for
President Jimmy Jones to
tripod.@trincoll.edu

But the numerous letters to
the editor, speak-outs on the
Cave patio, and the rally for braburning in the following week
Or:
For preventing the women of were quite the ego boost. It was
Trinity from being a burden to really an honor to be granted
their parents or their country, the privilege of setting back the
and for making them beneficial women's movement decades.
Whoever said that one man (or
to the public.
Although my article several woman!) can't move a mountain
weeks back ("An Open Address needs to come talk to me.
to Freshmen Girls," Sept. 26, Moreover, as Elizabeth Moore
2006) was obviously meant as a suggested, perhaps I should
satire, it did seem to spark quite write an article advocating the
an interest m the Trinity com- return to single-sex education.
munity. I especially enjoyed the Obviously she meant this in jest
(or
dripping
effigies of myself
with
sarcasm,
burning on the
The numerous letters
take your pick),
quad last week;
to the editor, speak- but perhaps said
the Marc Jacobs
outs on the Cave
author is on to
flats were a nice
something.
patio, and the rally
touch,
thanks.
However,
the
for bra-burning in the After all, if there
weren't
any
purpose of this
following week were
bitchy
seniors
article is not to
quite the ego boost
around campus
rage a diatribe
to
horribly
against everyone
that
disagreed
abuse aforemenwith me. Frankly, if you think tioned freshmen girls - at least
that I or any other senior would as Moore and Brett Jackson
be capable of literally stealing would lead readers to believe someone's shoes off her feet then harmony and peace would
(even if they are supercute $300 reign supreme over our lovely
skimmers), then I'm terribly Frog Hollow campus. There
sorry for your high school expe- would be no issues as to who
rience. And I recommend wear- got invited to fraternity formals;
ing footwear with straps.
without any girls to bring to the
By JULIET 3ZON
SENIOR EDITOR

party, the men would be free to
engage in
their
drunken
debauchery sans ball and chain.
And it wouldn't even be a hassle
for them to ignore us, because
we wouldn't be there.
Moving on to the educational aspect, I hear that single-sex
education is all the rage these
days.
Without having to
impress the opposite sex, students are more motivated arid
get better grades. Plus, returning Trinity to male-only status
might help with our budget crisis. There would be a lot more
housing on campus, so if you
men living in Jarvis wanted to
bring your indentured servants
(because as Moore suggested,
the women on this campus have
embraced this practice, so I
assume you can too), they can
stay in the rooms which were
originally designated for them.
Such majors as women's studies,
psychology, and art history are
primarily female-dominated, so
they could be eschewed completely.
Besides, who really
needs to learn about art, the
women's movement, Freud, or
the vagina? We all know that
you can only get a job with an
economics degree, anyway, so we
see NO on page 10

Policy No Substitute for Responsibility
By CHASE ANDERSON
SENIOR EDITOR
Americans have a love affair
with knee-jerk reactions. When
tragedy strikes, everyone has a
response: That shouldn't have
happened. Someone could've
stopped it. There should've been
a law.
Already that has come out in
the wake of the Oct. 11 plane
crash in Manhattan with Yankees
pitcher Cory tidle aboard. In
the beginning the response was
pure shock, with New Yorkers
understandably reacting, "Not
again..." But after that, as more
and more details reached the TV
screens, people began asking
questions, wondering how the
crash could possibly have happened. The question is fair, but
my concern is with the tone in
which it was asked - that is, with
the implication that some outside force, particularly a law,
should have stopped the crash
from even being a possibility.
Not surprisingly, government
officials are now calling for such
regulations.
This response may be rational on the surface, but must be
rejected, I argue, for two independent
reasons:
personal
responsibility and good policymaking.
. There is no doubt that the
crash was a tragic loss of life for
the two men aboard and their
families. It was not, however, a
failure of the law or "the system." The crash was brought on
by nothing other than poor
decisions on the part of the two
men aboard: the Californian
flight instructor who had reportedly flown in the N=y York area,
only once, and Lidle himself
who, though he owned the

plane, had little actual flight purpose (as often happens), but
experience. On top of their lack the real responsibility lies with
of experience, the two collective- the driver who chose to ignore
ly made a string of bad - and the potential consequences of
even illegal
- decisions. his actions. It is an unavoidable
According to a safety board truth that those consequences
member, as reported Friday in often fall onto other people, but
The New York Times, the two if we need the law to step in as a
declined contact with New York full replacement not only for
air traffic controllers then good judgment but for good
changed their route, in violation conscience, we have become a
of existing regulations requiring depraved society indeed.
such contact before flying furFrom a policy perspective,
ther into the city; the fatal U- knee-jerk reactions, are a bad
turn attempt followed shortly idea, in this case because of their
after.
lack of completeness. If regulations
While the
The problem is that
prohibit flying in
two paid the
ultimate price
accidents happen, and certain parts of
for their decithey will always hap- Manhattan (which,
by the way, they
sions, others
pen, no matter how
do), there's still
who
had
many
laws
we
make.
nothing
stopping
nothing to do
With
that
comes
the
another
private
with it were
plane
from
stalling
also injured,
fact that someone
including 14
else's stupid decisions over the Statue of
Liberty and dropfirefighters;
may screw up your
ping on a ferry full
countless New
life.
of tourists. The
Yorkers were
next step, perhaps,
harmed in less
tangible ways, with the delays would be banning all private
and inconvenience from the flights over densely populated
crash, or with the unpleasant areas - a law which, to be sure,
and unnecessary reminder of would engender staunch protest
9/11. Arguably, it is this group and would probably end up with
that policymakers should be so many exceptions carved out
most concerned with protecting of it as to be completely useless.
Furthermore, what exactly
and thus the greatest justificawould
regulations of this sort
tion for regulations on certain
seek
to
prevent?
As far as I know,
people's actions.
.this
is
the
first
time
in over five
The problem is that acci-'
years
that
a
plane
has
crashed
dents happen, and they will
into
a
building
in
Manhattan
always happen, no matter how
and
after
9/11
you
can
bet
we
many.laws we make. With that
comes the fact that someone would have heard about it,
else's stupid decisions may screw Yankees player aboard or not.
up your life. When a drunk driv- We often hear that hindsight is
er hits someone whose only 20/20; curiously, that has not
crime is being on the road at the even rescued the proposed regusame time, the law clearly didn't
see LEGISLATION on page 10
adequately serve its preventative
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Arabs Not Subscribingto Truthful Criticism Necessary in Reviews
Greed of Victimization
continued bom. page 7

continued from page 7

elected to the Parliament, the
government formed by the
on the Palestinian territories Palestinian Authority was considare purportedly aimed at striking ered illegitimate by the US and
"militants" that pose a threat to Israel, luid they decided it was
Israeli interests. Even though necessary to undermine Hamas'
these raids seem to have a narrow government. This was accomfocus, the effect on the unarmed, plished in part by suspending
civilian population is pervasive. vital aid to the Palestinian govAccording to the Middle East ernment - aid that could be used
Report Online, from April 1 to to sustain the population and
June 20 of this year Israel fired pay government salaries. The
7,599
artillery
Palestinian
shells in Gaza,
is
"Israel is able to exer- Authority
and from-June 9
highly
dependcise its (unrestrained
to June 30, 31
ent
on two
and unregulated)
Palestinians were
sources
of
influence over the
killed in the Gaza
income which
internal political and
Strip including 10
are now being
children.
In
economic matters of
withheld: contriresponse to the
butions
from
Gaza and the West
capture of two
Western
donors
Bank.
Israeli soldiers in
amounting to $1
the West Bank
billion and the
this summer, Israel attacked vital monthly transfer of $55 million
civilian and government infra- in customs and tax revenues that
structure in Gaza with the Israel collects for the Palestinian
bombing of the only power Authority. Israel, currently withplant on the Strip on June 28 holding half a billion dollars in
and the kidnapping of over 20 Palestinian revenue, is slowly sufmembers of Parliament early on focating not only the Palestinian
in the campaign. Why is it con- Authority, but the whole populasidered legitimate for Israel to tion of Gaza and the West Bank.
capture 20 members of parliaHow
do
we
expect
ment in the first weeks of the Palestinians to respond to these
invasion this summer, yet it is grievous conditions? The conconsidered
illegitimate for stant and destructive meddling
Hamas and Hezbollah to capture in Palestinian affairs makes it
Israeli soldiers as an act of resist- impossible for the Palestinians to
ance to military occupation? create the stable, secure governBecause it is a state, Israel has a ment infrastructure which is necmonopoly on legitimate military essary for productive dialogue
force.
In
contrast,
the between Israelis and Palestinians.
Palestinians without a state do Given the reality of the situation,
not
have
an
effective it is irresponsible to blame the
military/security apparatus to plight of the Palestinians on
protect their people.
their decision to "subscrib[e] to
the
cult of victimization." The
The perceived solution to
many of these problems is the relegation of the suffering of a
"democratization" of the Arab nation to a self-inflicted and
world. Democracy in the Arab harmful creed of victimization,
world is a double-edged sword: it as the author did, is irresponsiis only "good" when the result of
a democratic election is consistent with US and Israeli policy.
For example, when Hamas was

trashy romance novels and
Thomas Kinkade paintings. Most
things must be as banal as possible to gain widespread popularity.
Scarella also completely misrepresents my argument over what
bands the school would be better
off bringing to campus. I never
once said that the, "School is
foolish for spending so much
money on bands that few people
have heard of." I said that the
school was foolish'for spending so
much money on such artistically
uninteresting bands. I suggested
that the school spend much less
money on more obscure and
more interesting bands - 1 guarantee that they will see the same
turnout. I'm quite aware that the
school is limited by its budget: if
Scarella had read my article closely, he would have seen that I was
arguing that the school should be
more frugal, rather than putting
up more money to get a more
famous band.
Perhaps the most outrageous
thing Scarella says is, "Rendeiro
shows a complete lack of support
for his fellow classmates who were
trying to do a good thing for their
school." As former Arts Editor of
the Tripod, constant contributor
to the Arts Section, Music
Director of WRTC-FM, founder
of the Trinity Independent Music
Collective (which puts on rock

shows for under $500), and a person who generally dedicates his
life to promoting the arts, I find
this statement to be unfounded
and personally offensive. Just
because Scarella disagrees with my
opinion over the merit of his
band does not mean he has the
right to call into question my
commitment to music and the
arts in general.
However, the most important
issue that Scarella raises is whether
or not one should criticize fellow
Trinity students in the arts reviews
of the Tripod, which has greater
implications regarding the role of
the newspaper in the community.
The arts critic is by definition supposed to be critical. Scarella is
arguing that by virtue of being a
Trinity student, he is entitled to a
positive review and that it is
"inappropriate" to criticize students. This is completely ridiculous. When one performs in front
of an audience, he or she opens
him or herself up to criticism. If I
followed Scarella's logic, I could
use his own argument against
him: it was inappropriate for him
to criticize me, a Trinity student
"providing a service to the campus community" with my Tripod
articles.
This opinion also shows a
tremendous amount of condescension. Scarella says that while it
might be okay to criticize a "pro-

fessional band," it is not right to
criticize a student band. (By the
way, I'd assume Late Night Uproar
was paid for their performance,
which would make them a "professional band.") He is saying in
essence that students should not
be held to the same standards as
"professional" (read: "real") artists.
This is incredibly pompous: students should be treated the same
way as "professional" artists many Trinity students certainly
perform on the same level.
The Tripod has an obligation
to tell the truth in reviews and
elsewhere, even if that means hurting the feelings of students. If
there is pressure to be nice to
Trinity students in articles, the
journalistic integrity of the newspaper goes out the window.
Scarella's fascistic vision of a newspaper that only serves as promotion and PR for students cheapens
the quality of our school.
Scarella's response was poorly
constructed and argued throughout. I hope that anyone who actually read my article carefully will
agree that Scarella completely misinterpreted and misrepresented
what I had to say. I implore you
to reject the relativistic, condescending, and plain wrong argument his article makes and actually uphold the standards that
Trinity strives to achieve through
its newspaper.

Along the Long Walk
Which Full House father figure would
you want as your dad?
"The hockey player, the guy who lives in the basement and is reaEy funny ... Uncle Joey."
Austin Walldecker
CLASS OF 2010

ble, unfair, simplistic, and lacking the appropriate factual basis
to maintain a rational discourse
on this important matter.

Robinson: Lighten up,
Mean, Seriously.
writer myself, I understand where
my colleagues" are coming from.
only be described as scatter If I disagree with something, I
brained, using tired arguments have every right to compose a
that failed to convince most poorly written, off" the mark
readers. He did so quickly, criti- response which lets people know
what I think, no
cizing something
matter how questhat didn't need
It was all too obvitionable it is. It is
further addressous: Not only is the refreshing to see
ing in an effort
so many of these
to advance his
social scene hateful in
responses conagenda.
his view, any mention
tributing to the
If this sounds
of it contributes to
Tripod, and it
familiar, it is.
the problem. He is
doesn't look like
The majority of
absolutely, 200 perthat's going to
Opinions,
cent right.
change anytime
Features,
and
soon. I don't
Letters to the
know about you,
Editor are written in this vein. I feel that prais- but I'm excited. It makes for
ing one man, as I've done with good tabloid journal- I mean,
Jackson here, is unfair, since so joumaEsm.
many others deserve the same
accolades. As a self important

"Jesse Katsopolis."
Derek Cohen §11
CLASS OF 2008 ' •

continued from page 7
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Uncle Jesse.
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'* CLASS OF 2007
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"Bob Saget was 'quite an interesting fellow, but
Uncle Jesse had a class act mullet and always had
hot girlfriends. I'd look up to that."
Thomas Weir
CLASS OF 2010
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Iran Not Necessarily A No Co-Eds,
Fundamentalist Society No More
Problems
ByWILLMANNEN
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

to receive lucrative government
contracts, something that has
been going on since the late 1990s.
Guess where nose-jobs are pop- The IRGC already operates a large
ular. New York, probably. LA., commercial
airport
outside
undoubtedly. But how about Tehran.
Tehran? According to Paul
On the other hand, the
McGeough in the
Sydney response from the street has been
Morning Herald, surgeons per- muted. Maziar Bahari writes in
form an estimated 100,000 rhitio- Newsweek International that
plasticies a year in the city. Iranians have decided to remain
Women even sport the post-op "apolitical" as long as the regime
bandage as a fashion statement. If doesn't interfere with their "perPresident Ahmadinejad is one side sonal affairs." But resentment is
of the Iran equation, then nose- still brewing among the upperjobs are surely the other. Perhaps middle classes and the poor.
this means there are at least two
The former, sick of fundamenbans - to borrow from John talism, are more likely to get noseEdwards - one apocalyptic, anoth- jobs or illegal satellite dishes.
er nip/tuck.
The latter, meanwhile, have sufCondoleeza Rice should con- fered under Ahmadinejad's ecosider this as she discusses sanctions nomic policies. Bahari notes how
with her Group-Six counterparts. the President's labor laws have
After all, the issue isn't just about been disastrous, causing 320,000
Iran going nuclear. It's whether to lose their jobs in only four
the U.S. can help one Iran topple months. And the poor can see
another Iran without firing a shot. through his populist rhetoric, with
Ironically, such toppling is remote- schemes like a "Compassion
ly possible only
Fund"
having
because the hardnever gotten off
The U.S. could help
liners are solidifybuild up a grassroots the ground. Talk
ing their power.
of distributing
movement, createBy
denying
the country's oil
channels for the
wealth is equally
reformists entry
empty.
into the political
opposition, and even
process, they are
T
h
e
send an influx of
alienating
the
reformists, then,
satellite dishes into
nation at large.
will succeed if
the
country
via
the
they can . unite
This fall, the
black
market
these two groups
w a t c h d o g
and initiate someGuardian Council
is expected to prevent reformist thing akin to the "Orange
candidates from competing fairly Revolution" in the Ukraine. While
in the elections for the Assembly the end result wouldn't be perfect,
of Experts, which oversees the it would still be a coup, so to
Ayatollah. Voter turnout, in turn, speak, for liberalism.
will be reduced. As one architect
The U.S. should act as a partputs it perfectly for Reuters: ner in the rear for the reformists.
"What is the use of voting?"
It shouldn't attempt to "brand"
There is also little use in run- itself to Iranians, but rather assist,
ning, according to the reformist in any way possible, those who
Association of Combative Clerics. seek change for their own country.
Senior member Abdolvahed This would translate into a numMossavi-Lari recently stated in the ber of policy options, most of
Agence France-Presse that the them covert and, by the Islamic
party would boycott the elections Republic's standards, illegal. The
if its candidates were "blacklisted U.S. could help build up a grass... or it becomes clear the elections roots movement, create channels
for the opposition, and even send
are not competitive."
He has every reason to be cyn- an influx of satellite dishes into
ical. The Assembly looks as if it is the country via the black market.
being
gift-wrapped
for It should help a popular cause
Ahmadinejad's spiritual "mentor," gather steam from the ground up.
Of course, it's easy to believe
Taqi Mesbah-Yazdi, who, many
believe, would give the body that most Iranians won't go along
expanded powers. And the with this. After all, we backed the
Guardian Council lives up to its Shah in 1953 and have been
Orwellian-sounding name. It dis- responsible for sanctions since
qualified some 3000 candidates 1979.
during the 2004 parliamentary
But we have to realize that the
elections."
reform movement is genuine. In
This points to the broader pic- March, Iran's largest reformist
ture. On the one hand, the hard- party, the Participation Front,
liners have been doing two things: refused to join in Ahmadinejad's
crushing dissent and rallying warmongering, instead calling for
around their powerbases. The dialogue with the U.S and a freeze
Guardian Council, for instance, on enrichment programs. They
shut down four reformist publica- might not be our puppets, but
tions in September, including a they know renewed isolation will
daily newspaper. But Ahmadinejad only further hurt their country
knows repression alone is a danFinally, we must remember
gerous game, so he's also been that Iran is one of the oldest
cozy
with
the
Islamic nations in the world. Its version of
Revolutionary Guards Corps, of radical Islam, as the force we know
which he was a member in the it today, dates only back to the
1980s. IRGC personnel have been 1970s. This is no rich tradition.
appointed to the mainstream Just ask any plastic surgeon in
bureaucracy, while others continue Tehran.

continued from page 3
might as well help our students whittle down their career
path by choosing it for them.
But in all honesty, is it really
worth educating women anyway?
Then we wouldn't even need the
guidelines outlined in the previous article.
If most of the
women on campus can't move
past these class divisions, doesn't that make us inherently less
intelligent, dare I say,' stupid?
Are we not wasting Trinity's
resources by educating students
that only cafe about men, clothing, and getting laid? In ancient
times, women were the earetakers, so there really wasn't a need
to learn about, say, Goethe and
the Pythagorean theorem.
Were those days not better?
And I have been assured by a
very knowing American, that
women were a lot happier back
then. And we all know that stupid people (i..e: girls) are a lot
more accepting of those around
them. So by refusing education
to anyone with two X chromosomes, would we not be one
step closer to world peace? I
think so.. The closer women
become to being illiterate, practically non-verbal, and entirely
reliant on our male friends, the
closer we will be to a perfect
society.
On that note, I shouldn't
even be writing this. I shouldn't
even know how to read, let
alone type.
I'm completely
unqualified to ask any girl to
give me her shoes. And I'm
pretty sure I left a pie in the
oven that needs attending.

The

Tripod Mini-Feed

On a scale of ninjas to that one klutz who
drops a cup at every Mather meal*
*with sneaky nunchuck wielders being a 10
(as long as they're on your side)
and the noisy combination
of a lack of hand-eye coordination and a trayful of food being a 1

ice cream at the Cave: 8
MF sometimes Ifkes to supplement her diet of
coffee and french fries with something sweet,
and she'd like to thank the genius who combined chocolate chip cookies and ice cream.
Choco Tacos: also pretty delicious, says MF's
fellow Tripod late-nighter. Too bad ice cream
weather is on its way out.

snow: 6
MF was a little jealous of her upstate New
York and Wisconsin friends who got a head
start on snow angels, snowball fights, and
tobogganing last week, but then she remembered that they live in upstate New York and
Wisconsin, respectively.

Coming Out Day: 9
MF is cool with whatever your sexuality is love knows no gender, and open minds are
awesome. Plus, MF enjoyed the perks of solidarity, namely the pre-class smooch she got
from her gay-for-a-day buddy.

inappropriate means of protest 1
The defacing of the EROS chalkings has been
covered at length elsewhere in the Tripod,
but MF would like to point out that you
protested chalking by chalking. As you might
say, that's just annoying.

Legislation Cannot Eliminate Stupidity
continued from page 3
lations from the realm of
incoherence. According to the
Times, Sen. Charles E. Schumer
called for tighter regulations
even as he acknowledged they
would have done little to prevent the crash. So what's the
point?
One could argue that even
though they might not be very
effective, there still should be
some extra restrictions in place what harm could they do? The
problem with that approach to
policymaking is that it brings
energy and resources to social
problems that aren't really problems at all. Those resources are
not plucked from thin air, but
are taken from working on other
things that generally have a
much higher benefit to the public. In short, there is an oftignored opportunity cost associated with this focus on nonissues and non-solutions.
The plane incident is far
from the only - or the most
-egregious, for that matter example of Americans substituting policy for
judgment.
Whether people cDnsciously

acknowledge it or not, that is elected officials actually waste
usually their real complaint time and money concerning
when they accuse America of themselves--wdth; such things,
becoming an "overly litigious" Meanwhile, the legitimacy of the
society. A lady won big bucks courts and the legal practice
off McDonald's and now all cof- steadily declines as lawyers are
fee cups carry
branded "ambulance
chasers"
warnings. But do
£> o most peOple realmost people realand
"bloodsuckly need a "Caution:
ly
need
a
ers." What once
Hot" label to know"Caution: "Hot"
was a heavily
that dumping coffee
label to know
revered profesthat
dumping
in one's lap is usually
sion is now right
coffee in one's
up
there with
a bad idea?
lap is usually a
used car salesbad idea?
men. Yet the
An ongoing issue, and one American populace is just as
politicians have had a lot more responsible for this as the
to do with, is the crusade of lawyers themselves,
punishing cigarette companies.
The law is a beautiful thing;
Most Americans have known for society,' however, must be caua good long time that smoking tious of its hasty invocation of
is bad for you, but states still it. No judge or regulation can
manage to sue the pants off of substitute for the good judgcigarette makers and marketers, ment of individual actors. If we
resulting in a deluge of anti- are too quick to enact restricsmoking campaigns and increas- tions to handle any foreseeable
ingly
ridiculous
warnings, problem, we threaten not only
Perhaps the next natural step is the legitimacy of our governto force cigarette companies to ment systems but also our perslap a big "poison" label on sonal freedoms, which both
their product (a la Thank You enable us to and rely on our
. For Smoking).
abilities to make wise individual
The great tragedy is that decisions.
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AASA Asks, How Filipino Are You?' to Students Last Sunday
By JENNY MOOR
STAFF WRITER

were strung between the
parochial windowpanes, while
tables set with bright blue, green,
On Monday night, Trinity red, and yellow tablecloths invitstudents and faculty gathered in ed both students and faculty to
Hamlin Hall to answer the ques- learn more about this country's
tion "How Filipino Are You?". culture. The night consisted of
For the third year in a row, jun- three brief presentations and a
iors Mike Borgonos and buffet style dinner of authentic
Angelica Castaneda hosted the Filipino food prepared by the
Student student organizers' families.
Asian
American
Association's
"Luckily
this
"As president of AASA year the Class of
Annual Filipino
this year, I'm happy
Night: an event
2009 has several
dedicated to raisFilipino memwith what we have
ing awareness of
bers,
and their
accomplished so far...
this Asian culstrong participaAASA's main goal was
ture's presence
tion in planning
to get more people
within. the colthe
program
lege's
campus
involved. This doesn't
made it a sucand
beyorid.
cess,"
said
necessarily mean just
"Tonight
was ' ' Filipinos, but our
Courtesy of Mike Borgonos
Borgonos.
about
getting
"Also, more of Trinity's finest Filipinos and their families prepared and hosted a traditional dinner in Hamlin Hall for the community.
members and the campeople involved,"
our family mempus as. well."
said Castaneda
bers came. This tion, he re-iterated what was Asian archipelago.
specifically caters to five
"[We wanted to
not only meant clearly emerging as the primary
The next video that was through 16-year-old students
be] able to show
more food, but sentiment of the night: that the shown offered a striking contrast with learning disabilities. The
- Mike Borgonos
different aspects
gave the event a Philippines symbolize "a place to the lively parades and paradis- grade level starts from kinderof the culture
nice, warm feel- of family tradition." Varela also al coastlines that had been show- garten and goes up to high
than we have in the past, and ing. Filipino Night was at the alluded to the abundant tourist cased before it. This two minute school. The curriculum that the
generally try to build upon the very end of Parents Weekend, attractions of the Philippines slide-show was comprised of students learn is very similar to
program from the past two and there was no better way to (Boracay, the country's main Borgonos' experiences this past the American system. English is
years."
spend it than with family."
beach, is known as the best summer at the De La Salle taught starting in kindergarten
The typically monochromatic
Sophomore Santiago Varela beach in all of Asia). Following School in his hometown of and all through high school. Not
mahogany walls of Hamlin Hall kicked off the presentations by Varela, ' an approximately . five- Davao City. "De La Salle was surprisingly, almost all of their
were decorated to reflect the giving a brief account of what minute promotional video was established about seven years textbooks are from the United
Philippines' tradition of color being from these islands has shown highlighting the more ago. It is one of the few 'special
and celebration. Vibrant banners meant to him. In his introduc- cosmopolitan aspects of this schools' in my hometown which
see ANNUAL on page 13

[abitat's Apple Festival Feeds Trinity, Builds Home for Needy
ByJORDYNSEMS
FEATURES WRITER
Trinity College held a
Connecticut
Grown
Apple
Festival in the Cave Patio' on
Oct. 4. All of the apples were
from Connecticut farms, and
included Macintosh, Empire,
McCown, Bosc, Gala, and
Cortland apples, as well as some
pears. There was also apple cider,
home-made apple pie, and apple
turnovers.
Student volunteers

made the apple pie and turnovers
themselves, with the help of the
Chartwells staff. According to
Chartwells' Toby Chenette, this
Festival was just one of Trinity's
efforts to support Connecticut
farmers. A few weeks ago there
was also a Farmers' Market in the
Cave Patio, which also had produce from Connecticut farmers.
Additionally, beginning last year,
Chartwells began to purchase
local produce.
The festival not only benefit-

Brett Jackson '09 examines an assortment of fresh fruits at Habitat's Apple Festival.

ed Connecticut farmers by creat- is, according to their Web site, "A
ing more business, but it also worldwide movement of people
served as a fundraiser for the who campaign for internationally
Trinity chapter of Habitat for recognized human rights ... It is
Humanity. Created by Millard independent of any government,
and Linda Fuller in 1976, Habitat political ideology, economic
for Humanity has built over interest or religion."
As an
200,000 houses and has provided attempt to better living condihousing for more than 1,000,000 tions and human rights for
people. There are more than underprivileged people around
2,100 active affiliates in 92 coun- the world, Amnesty is a great
tries, including all 50 states in the supporter of fair trade goods.
US. Since 1999, the housing rate According to the Fairtrade
in the United States has risen 37 - Federation, "Fair Trade is an
percent. In America, 5.1 million alternative approach to convenpeople have "worst-case" housing tional international trade. It is a
needs and are forced to pay over trading partnership that aims at
half their income for housing.
sustainable development for
excluded
and disadvantaged proAs a result, Trinity's Habitat
ducers.
It
seeks to do this by prochapter has begun building a
house here in Hartford at 76 viding better trading conditions,
Dart St. during the school year, by awareness raising and by camin addition to their annual spring paigning." The movement is parbreak project. The approximate ticularly geared towards export$640 the festival raised will go ing goods from developing countowards "fully build(ing) and fin- tries to developed countries such
ishing) our house, including as the United States.
work materials and tools," said
Habitat's Elizabeth Kennedy '09,
who is in charge of fundraising
for Trinity's chapter of Habitat.
Some of the money may also go
towards Habitat's "alternative
spring break project." The site
for the project has not yet been
determined, though last year the
group went to New Orleans to
help begin the rebuilding process
for the city.
In addition to apples, the festival included a table filled with
fair trade goods, organized by the
college's Amnesty International
chapter. Amnesty International

The fair trade goods at the
Trinity Festival were all from
Global Goods, a non-governmental organization working with
community-based initiatives in
Asia, Africa, and the Americas to
train people to develop skills.
The organization focuses its work
on women and is dedicated to
promoting social and economic
just by increasing worldwide
awareness of community-based
organizations that help to
improve the conditions of underdeveloped communities around
the world. The items are created
by women in these communities

and are then imported to the US,
with the proceeds returning to
the workers and their communities in wages, child-care, and educational opportunities.
At Trinity's Festival, there
were goods from Afghanistan,
Uganda, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and
Bolivia, among other countries.
Of the proceeds from the
Festival, 20 percent went back to
Amnesty International.
As
Amnesty does not accept donations from governments or political parties, it is dependent upon
donations from events such as
Trinity's Festival, in addition to
private parties. At the Festival,
items at the fair trade goods table
included beautiful scarves, purses, bags, bracelets, and blankets.
If you are interested in purchasing items such as the above mentioned, you can visit Global
Goods' Web site at www.globalgoodspartners.org.
Click on
Shop and then, under the drop
down menu for School Code,
select "Trincoll." These goods
make nice gifts and are a great
way to help the disadvantaged in
developing countries. If you have
any questions, feel free to contact
Trinity senior Alexandra Blair,
from Amnesty International. If
you would like to learn more
about. Amnesty International,
their website is www.amnesty.org.
You can learn more about
Habitat for Humanity at
www.habitat.org, or by contacting the president of Trinity's
Habitat chapter at spencer.durland@trincoll. edu.
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An Open Address to '10 (Part Deux)
By CHINA REICHERT
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
Dear Freshman Girls:
Welcome to Trinity College.
Sure it's over a month into classes
and mid-terms are lurking around
the corner but you all deserve a
friendly and proper welcome. By
now I'm sure you have started to
form your own impressions of
what college life is like since you've
been living it. Trust me, time '
changes everything. Each year of
college is distinct and should be
cherished since there are only four
of them. Now is the time when we
pursue our intellectual interests,
develop a sense of our adult identity and form lifelong friendships.
As a third year student, I can say
that experience has made me wiser
than when I first moved into
North my freshman year. Here are
a few tips for making the most of
your time at Trinity:
1. High school is over. As college
students we do not have to maintain the social and academic hierarchies that were imposed on us jn
grades nine through 12. Don't feel
pressured to belong to any particular group. Explore your options.
One of the unique aspects of
Trinity College is our small community, which is abundant in
opportunities and privileges. Take
advantage of the events, clubs, and
organizations available to us.
When you become involved with
something you like I guarantee
you'll find some cool people who
share your interests. Sometimes
this means leaving your comfort
zone and doing something completely new.
2. Respect others and you will be
respected in return. Consideration
for one another makes living
together much more pleasant. It
may appear that, asfreshmen,you
must submit to the proclaimed
hierarchy of "Gamp Trin-Trin."

r^ v>':7.vi*\-. k

Remember, age does not deter- community. Don't consider anymine respect, actions do. Let's try thing too drastic before you allow
to act like dignified young women college life, and our campus, to
and demand that we be treated as grow on you. No school will be a
perfect fit. You'll never know if
such by our peers.
Trinity works for you if you don't
3. Do not take the social scene too work to make yourself a part of it.
seriously. The weekends are a great
time to emerge from under the 6. Stand up for what you believe in
piles of work in your room or the and what interests you. It may
library for some fresh air. sound cheesy but follow your
Remember that going out is instincts when it comes to friends
intended to be a fun rather than and academics. The beauty of colstressful experience. Try not to get lege is that you don't have to
caught up in the confusion of the change yourself to fit in. The busiweekend or the pressure of gossip ness of respect within our commuthat seems to go along with a nity is that it begins from within
night out. No matter what you on the individual level. Once you
decide to do on a weekend have respect yourself, it can then radiate
fun and act responsibly toward to other spheres of the communiyourself and everyone else.
ty. If you are dissatisfied with
something,
take
action.
4. Divided we fall. Ladies, we can- Particularly as freshmen, you have
not engage in behaviors that the advantage of time and numdegrade our fellow female students. bers on your side. Act on your
Gossiping, beer spilling, staring opinions and grievances. An active
another girl down or sizing her up student body invigorates campus
only reinforces negative stereotypes life. Besides, it feels good to create
about college girls. What are we solutions rather than complaints.
competing for? To catch the attention of the guys at the door of a
Above all else, remember that
party? We are above that in matu- while being a freshman can be
rity and are fuller in dimension scary, it can also be tons of fun.
than these stereotypes allow us to There are more perk to your posibe perceived. From freshmen to tion than you might think!
seniors, we should be supportive Everything is new. Classes aren't as
and inclusive of each other. intense. {You'll appreciate this in a
Engaging in destructive behaviors year or so.) If something goes
seems to encourage similar judg- wrong you always have the excuse
ment and behavior from our male that you didn't know because
peers, and what's the point in you're a freshman. Once the year is
over you'll feel proud and accomalienating both sexes}
plished, and the best part is that
you
have three more years to make
5. Before you consider transferring,
adjustments
on what you want to
give Trinity a chance. The first
improve.
semester is tough. It's all about
finding the right classes and peoI could go on with my advice
ple. Trinity might not, initially, be but for now the best I can tell you
for everyone, but don't give up on is to enjoy your freshman year. The
it. The College isn't something best way to learn is through expeyou get used to; it is something - rience. I hope that every member
that you become a part of of the Class of 2010, both ladies
Becoming actively involved and and gentlemen, have a memorable
meeting new students and profes- and
productive year. See?
sors will change your opinion and Upperclassmen aren't so bad.
level of comfort in relation to the Welcome to Trinity College!
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Horoscopes
AQUARIUS

January 20 - February 18

Even though the gods are crazy / Even though the
stars are blind / If you show me real love baby/I'll
show you mine. Paris' hit is your anthem this week.
Go fall in love and romp around on a tropical beach.
Chartwells Meal: Salad du Jour (Antipasta, anyone?)

H

PISCES
February 19 - March 20
Good news! Madonna is going to adopt you from
the Malawian orphanage you call home. Don't forget to practice Kaballah like the good little boy /
girl that you are or you might get sent back.
Chartwells Meal: Mather Matzah

ARIES

T

March 21 - April 19

Some serious Senioritis is taking its toll on you.
Don't forget to keep the long-term in sight. Seek out
the advice of Career Services and try polishing your
resume. IHOP is hiring.
Chartwells Meal: Pancakes!

TAURUS

April20-May 20

It's best to play it very safe this week. Trade in your
flip-flops for some comfy sheepskin mocs to ward
off potential frost bite. And keep careful track of
your ID card.
Chartwells Meal: Chicken and Cheese from the Cave

GEMINI

May 21-June 21

OMG! Your crush from Late Night is totally going
to notice you this weekend! And then you'll wake
up. Oh well. Try to make this dream a reality with a
sweet pick-up line.
Chartwells Meal: Berry Smoothie from the Bistro

CANCER

June 22 -July 22

Cancel your MySpace account immediately. Your
friends are concerned. And Orlando Bloom wants
his rife back. Seriously. Stop stalking him on
YouTube, you minger.
Chartwells Meah Mather Meatloaf

LEO

July 23-August 22

PUT SOME PANTS ON.
That is all.
Thanks.
Chartwells Meal: Naked Juice from the Cave

UP

VIRGO
August 23 - September 22
Things should take a turn for the better. You will
find love and acceptance at the bottom of your
Bellini glass. Drink up. Just don't fall asleep in the
bathroom, wrapped up in blankets.
GhartweUs Meal: Pizza Bites!. . e

LIBRA
September23-October22
You have been wasting your time rating felines on
KittenWars.com. Find a hobby. Perhaps yeti hunting. Or maybe writing for the Features section of the
Tripod?
• Chartwells Meal: Bacon and Been Soup. Ha

m

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

November 22 -December 21

Hey Nasty, your roommate told me to tell you that
if you don't take a shower this week you are going
to have to live in the Connecticut Culinary
Institute. You smell like that tree by the library.
Chartwells Meal: Pasta Bar

5
-». •J.^Tfir

October 23 - November 21

It's time to put things in perspective this week.
Things could certainly be worse than flunking that
History test. At least you're not Congressman Mark
Foley. Or a page.
Chartwells Meal: Buffalo Chicken Wrap

/-Vl

Courtesyofwww.movieposters.com
Instead of being Mean Girls, China Reichert '08 suggests channeling the Babysitter's Club for warm and fiiizy friendships.-

VJ

CAPRICORN
December 22 - January 19
This week is going to be absolutely super! You will
undoubtedly find a secret treasure when Filene's
Basement gets a shipment of Marc Jacobs in your
size. Holler!
Chartwells Meal Mather Meatloaf
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Women s Center Invites Students to "Speak Out on Abortion
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ

and Gillian Aldrich.
way to counteract abortions
The responses from the atten- instead of educating people about
dees of the screening were varied. contraceptives," Hopkins said.
The Women's Center hosted "It was empowering to see women
Kimberly Shannon '08 brought
"Speak Out: I Had an Abortion" speak about their experiences," in her knowledge from interning
on Oct. 4. The event was the first Elyse Singer '09 said. "It was also with Planned Parenthood as well.
film in a Movie Night series spon- surprising to see the statistics "The morning-after pill being oversored by the Women's Center, about the anti-choice movement's the-counter is going through the
Trinity's Planned Parenthood assaults and murders on those FDA right now and is up for
interns, and the "Promoting who are pro-choice. I mean, I debate basically," she said. She
Women's Health" themed quad.
think it is fine to have an opinion, also commented on the worthiThe showing drew a fairly large but ultimately it is the woman's ness of the movie: "We got this
crowd, with over two dozen choice."
movie
through
Planned
women gathering together to share
The coordinator for the Parenthood and it was made by
pizza, soda and candy, as well as Women's Center Movie Nights, people who are pro-choice, and it's
intelligent conversation and discus- Kristen Chin '07, agreed. "The just an overall good resource."
sion about the topic of abortion.
choice has to be there," she said,
Singer plans to continue
"The Women's Center Movie "because it is the woman's body." attending the events because of her
Series is an opportunity for collabGwen Hopkins '08, who positive experience. "I think it is
oration across gender, race, reli- interns at Planned Parenthood, great that there is this club/group
gion and sexual identity lines," had a different take. "It is interest- promotion of healthy awareness,"
Laura Lockwood, Director of the ing and hard to judge someone she said. "I am pro-choice and this
Women's Center, said. "It is an else, when you have not experi- event sounded interesting. The
opportunity to be challenged, to enced it," she said. "It is just a web film was moving and I did not
learn, create community and dia- of complications. The issue of life expect it to be that powerful.
logue, and to have fun while doing gets so complicated, especially There was this one clip of a
it. I can say that I am grateful that when talking about the sacrifice of Mormon girl whose mother was
the Women's Center can provide a a life that has not yet become inde- chastising her, and it was especialspace for this important film to be pendent. I usually do not know ly hard to see her abandoned like
shown, and for students to gather, what to say to pro-life people when that, because as a woman the
learn and discuss how-their legal they make their arguments."
mother should have been more
rights concerning the issue of
Another issue that was brought understanding. Also, the pro-life
abortion and choice are eroding up was the phrasing used by those movement and their killings and
day by day, state by state. It's vital arguing over abortion. "A large bombings was staggering. It was
for all women and men to be part of it is just about the terms kind of like, 'Where is the sense in
aware of this situation, no matter that are used and how we think of that?' The discussion was really
what their views, for it is an assault it," Chin said. "I mean, who came good, too. It got a bit controveron all women, and thus an assault up with 'pro-life' and 'pro-choice' sial at times, and having varying
on everyone."
and in what context?"
views from different people made
The documentary featured 11
Influences from the media and it more exciting. I think it was cool
women, ages 21 to 85, telling their one's family were also discussed. for us to celebrate as well as
abortion experiences. It was pro- "I think it is interesting how some debate."
duced by Jennifer Baumgardner people see abstinence as the only
Abortion is the most cornFEATURES WRITER

Annual Night Showcases
Traditional Filipino Food
continued from page 11

show the contrast between the
two parts."
States. Either the U.S. donatThe night wrapped up with
ed them through the American an all you can eat lavish spread
embassy in Manila or they were of traditional Filipino foods. The
given by American Catholic line of students and faculty
groups that frequently sponsor spanned the entire length of
charity
missions
in
the Hamlin Hall, as guests waited to
Philippines."
However,
as sample
dishes that included
Borgonos continued, the similar- homemade chicken empanadas,
ities between these students and pancit (rice noodles with vegetatheir American counterparts bles, chicken, and shrimp), and
stopped there. "I'd say that De lumpia (pork eggrolls). For those
La Salle is about five years who saved room, dessert includbehind ... Their books are sec- ed sweet" rice cakes, plaintain
ond-hand. Medicine taken by the eggrolls, and leche flan.
autistic students, for-example, is
Overall, both Castaneda and
extremely expensive and some- Borgonos agreed that the third
times unavailable, and hearing- annual Filipino Night was a huge
aids for semi-deaf children are success. Borgonos explained, "As
used or outdated products from president of AASA this year, I'm
Japan."
happy with what we have accomThe final video concluded plished so far ... AASA's main
the presentations on a lighter goal was to get more people
note, featuring photographs involved. This doesn't necessarily
(that may or may not have been mean just Filipinos, but our
hijacked from facebook) of the members and the campus as well
various Filipino students on ... As you saw from tonight's
campus. When asked about the attendance, theTe was a diverse
goal of the presentations, population present." Both stuCastaneda said "We wanted to dents also wanted to extend a
show that there were two sides to special thank you to the AASA ethe Philippines. There's the part board, members, and their famithat appeals to the tourists that lies who put their efforts into
is very rich and very beautiful. making Filipino Night so sucBut with the second part of the cessful. For students looking to
presentation, we wanted to show learn more about Filipino Night
that the majority of the islands or AASA, the organization meets
are not like that. They're poorer, every Sunday at 7 p.m. at 65
not as glamorous. We wanted to Vernon Street.

Sam Lin

Many Trinity women gathered at the Women's Center to discuss abortion issues.

monly performed surgery in the
United States. Over one million
American women have abortions
each year, and 43 percent of
women will terminate an unwanted pregnancy before the age of 45.
Aldrich, the producer of the
documentary, wanted to make
these facts known and get women
talking about the issue.
"Our intention was to make a
film that would be an antidote to
the warring factions, pro-choice
and anti-choice," Aldrich told a
New York City audience in midMay 2005. "Our hope is to break
through with personal stories
because the real stories of women
are rarely heard in the political
firestorm. Stories don't have sides,

they are just there."
The assorted women who communicate their experiences in
"Speak Out: I Had An Abortion"
cover a wide range of lifestyles and
backgrounds, from octogenarian
Florence Rice, who had an illegal
abortion in 1938, to AYen Tran,
who had a medical / chemical one
in 2003. All the testimonials
shared a common thread of an
ardent belief that abortion is life
afFirming, although the reasons
for resorting to it were as varied as
rape, contraceptive failure, or just a
lack of knowledge about safe sex.
Ultimately, Lockwood stresses
that the Movie Nights are open to
all, and "we welcome ideas and
venues for movies."

Around Trinity
'Mystery Culprit' Should
Watch Her Spineless Back

Drunk Damsel Should
Rescue Herself

Dear "Mystery Culprit." We greatly appreciated your anonymous (read: pansy-ass) comment on trinitytripod.com about last week's AT.
Oh wait... no ... not so much. Throwing a beer
on a fellow female? Geez, that's mature. Instead
of resorting to such a tasteless act, perhaps you
could have sobered-up long enough to write an
intelligent response to the Tripod expressing
your concerns. At least that would've been legit.
But, then again, I doubt you possess any class
whatsoever. Do your athletic friends truly
believe that your childish fit proved your loyalty? Who cares. Also, your victim's article was
addressing the sport's administration and not
the players - we know that's a difficult concept
to comprehend. AT really doesn't know what to
say, except, "You showed her!" NOT.

AT regrets to inform its readers that we
will, again, be addressing the Class of Oh
Ten's inappropriate behavior. We don't want
this to become a habit so pay attention, girls.
Time to shape up! This past Friday night, AT
was making its way through the crowd at a certain mixed-drinks mixer when we spilled a bit
of our beverage atop the unperfectly coiffed
head of a faded freshman after she un-soberly
stumbled into us. Though this was completely accidental, this insolent infant threw a temper tantrum and sought the help of a frat
brother to reprimand an innocent AT. Come
on. Don't mess. Instead of telling AT off, the
brother approached us and started groovin'.
Ha ha. AT got a dance and all YOU got was a
hangover. The verdict is in - we win.

Parents Take Off Their
Pants!!!

Puppies Just Don't Wear
Pants!!!

This past Parents' Weekend, AT bore witness to two members of the Senior Class ...
of 1950 ... giving into the teenage hormones
that always run rampant on our campus.
This couple (AT assumes they were a pair of
uber-frisky parents) were noticed canoodling
underneath the stands at the football game.
Obviously they weren't too interested in the
spectacular plays happening on the field as
they were apparently more concerned with
scoring their own touchdowns. Hubba
• Hubby. After- their romp, the mother exited
wearing her husband's letterman jacket. They
were sighted hopping into a T-Bird and jetting off to the nearest diner to share a rootbeer float. Awww.

In an effort to project a more positive side
of Trinity student (and' canine) activities, AT
would like to give a shoutout to a certain camera-crazy student's canines who, like some
parents at a yellow house near the football
field, decided that they too would join the
partay Saturday night. While AT is no medical
expert (o.k., maybe AT is!!!), AT would venture
a guess that these pooches were extra-mellow,
although, unlike the cheetah in Harold &
Kumar, they did not give AT a ride to White
Castle. Next time, hit the Kibbles 'n Bits more
responsibly. Word on the street is that Jimmy
Jones' Irish Setters (emphasis on the Irish)
have had some minor skunk indiscretions of
their own. Talk about a walk of shame!!!
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OIP Event Encourages Overseas Study

Top 10
YouTube Videos You Have to
Check Out

continued Bom page 1

their programs are offered the faculty members were particularsame semester they desire to ly knowledgeable about requireThe Rome campus, the PKESH- study away, and that they can ments, credits, and opportuniCO program in Spain, and the afford to go abroad in light of ties, and were eager to speak with
12-college exchange program all academic requirements, campus students interested in the prooffer full Trinity credit. The and family commitments, and grams associated with their
Global Sites offer a combination financial considerations. After department.
Mary Hevi of the OIP reinof Trinity and transfer credit for resolving those factors, it is
which students must complete an important to consider personal forces the value in speaking to
Application for Transfer Credit goals and priorities as programs faculty: "We have worked really
and submit it to the Registrar's have specific language require- hard to design and match up prooffice by May 1 for fall semester ments, housing options, and grams with faculty consultants so
and fall-year abroad and Nov. 15 course offerings that are con- students should make sure that
for spring semester.
Students ducive to a particular academic they speak to an adviser in their
who receive financial aid can concentration. The OIP encour- major or to any other professors
normally transfer it to Trinity- ages students to start the applica- who are linked to study away proadministered
and Trinity- tion process as early as possible. grams. They will be able to proThe fair was a great opportu- vide reliable information and acaapproved study away programs,
The study
but it is important to meet with nity for students to speak with demic support.
a member of the Office of their peers who had positive abroad process can be daunting
Financial Aid to guarantee that experiences abroad, and with so it is important that you begin
professors who could inform researching early. I also cannot
the aid will apply.
The OIP encourages students them about the logistics of each stress enough how important it is
to take the following into consid- program. The student volunteers for students to attend informaeration when choosing a pro- were energetic and enthusiastic tion meetings. After that, you are
gram. Students should check that about their experiences and the always welcome to meet with us."
iiiftltpWSi?:«;.;;:;'

10. If you don't know Orlando's favorite vegetable you should
probs eat sh*t and die. And then check out this video. While sipping a Sex on the Beach - nice cocktail.
http://www.voutobe.com/wat A?v=uilG4U4xVuO
9. Every word recited in this ridic dramatic reading of the Mark
Foley IMs is accurate. Wow. What a pervy freak-o.
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=zK9TB18BG9Y
8. Watching Miss Muffy and the Muff Mob is the best way to
have fun without someone getting shot in the head. Now go
inhale some Pam.
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=3SIVPl-OVlY
7. No list would be complete without a South Park reference.
This classic clip will inspire you to break out your megaphone
next time a professor asks you to go to Jimmy Jones's office.
http://www.voutiibe.com/wat A?v=h5wU]^8YGZU
6. This "little Superstar" has some suh-weet moves.
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=GLa6dzVN AU
5. Buck Push. Watch Out, Osama, Starboard Side!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dElY6g-Z3nE
4. Our Editor-in-Chief recommends this for your viewing pleasure while you enjoy your munchies.
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=vZ178ixUc2A
3. A better advertisement for condom use just doesn't exist.
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=02buX8 8C7o
2. Kelly Likes Shoes, Muffins, Love Letters ... Iiam Sullivan is a
comedic genius. And our main betch.
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=SMF2EbOWa I
http://www.voutube.corri/watch?v=MNxwAU xAMk
http://www.voumbe.corn/watch?v=OWXUi8fQTA4

Sam Lin

Shannon Conner '07 talks to a fair attendee about her experiences at Trin's Global Learning Site in Cape Town, South Africa.

1. Smirnoffs "Tea Partay" is admittedly a bit cliche at this point,
but come on, this concoction is almost Trinity in a bottle.
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=PTU2He2BIcO
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Avodah Brings Jewish Text Artist Spotlight on Connor Wessels '09
To life Through Dance
By DAPHNE HALLETT
ARTS EDITOR

fingers had a specific pattern to
follow. When all three would
make contact and the two would
As part of the Seabury 47 lift the one dancer in the air, it
Series, presented by Trinity's was simply beautiful. The lines
Theater and Dance Department, they created were new and excitAvodah Dance Ensemble per- ing.
formed their latest and most well
The
second
piece,
known pieces. Avodah Dance "M'Chamocha," was also based
Ensemble is a modern dance on a prayer. The dance was
company that "Reaches deep inspired by the freeing of the
within the Jewish tradition, using Israelites from slavery, specifically
dance, music, movement, and from text in the Bible that made
ancient sacred texts to create a reference to when the women
powerful,
spiritually-based danced in joy and celebration.
dances." Their
performance "M'Chamocha" was divided into
showcased a wide variety of three sections. The first section
meaning, movement, and sound. was celebratory, the second was
At the beginning of each quiet and heavy since God
dance the Artistic ~ Director of reminded the Israelites about the
Avodah, Julie Gayer, gave some Egyptians who were still slaves,
information
and the third was a
about the spiriThe performance was combination of the
tuality behind
first two. Three
interesting not only for dancers appeared
the piece. The
the creativity in the
first
piece,
in brown dresses
"Hashkivenu,"
choreography, but also with darkly colored
was based on a
stripes.
This
peace and pro- for the meaning behind
seemed appropriate
tection prayer.
each piece.
for the slavery
The
actual
theme. The music
prayer makes references to the in the first section was very interLord spreading a shelter of peace esting. The rhythm had a very
over the world. "Many of the "tic-toe" sound to it, with a
movements relate to images of a steady beat, reinforced by the
canopy and also images of com- dancers' occasional clapping.
munity, seen and unseen, helping However, at times, the music
each other," said Gayer. Then- seemed to pick up speed, to the
dance was their own interpreta- point where it was too fast for the
tion of how to find peace and dancers to keep up.
protection.
The movements were balletThe movements were very inspired. There were a lot of portslow but big, with lots of jumps. de-bras and small jumps that are
However, it was difficult to iden- typical of classical ballet. It was
tify the peace aspect, but there very beautiful to watch and interwas a lot of partnering, which can esting to note the easy transforpossibly be assumed to be the mation from modern in the preprotection aspect. Three women vious piece to ballet in the secperformed this piece, so the part- ond piece, with the same dancers.
nering was not too difficult but The second part was very slow
still very beautiful. The poses with a lot of very challenging and
they struck in the air were visual- impressive leg lifts. At times the
ly breathtaking. While one mem- dancers would have to hold thenber would run and leap towards legs at about 110 degrees for long
the other two, the other two periods of times. The third secwould bend down into different tion was also very beautiful
positions. Every detail was because they used their arms.
accounted for. Their legs were
stretched; their arms and even
see JEWISH on page 17
By LAUREN TURUK

ARTS EDITOR

Edwin C. Pratt

Members of Avodah Dance Ensemble perform as part of the Seabury 47 Series.

TT: What do you consider to be
your, artistic interests and talents?
(JW: I've been playing music
since I was about eight years old.
In second grade, I started playing the recorder, those awful
plastic instruments that, sound
kind of like a flute on crack,
then a year later I picked up the
saxophone and played that for a
couple of years. I got pretty
good at playing sax, and I joined
a jazz hand that played a few
gigs at fairs and carnivals in
Jersey. In my freshmen year of
high school I bought a bass guitar and took lessons all through
high school. I was always jamming on bass with friends and I
picked up how to play a few
chords on guitar from them, so
my senior year I bought a guitar.
I've been doing my best to master that ever since.

Courtesy of Connor Wessels
Connor Wessels '09, will act in this fall's theater production "The Connection."

day. I acted in a few shows in
high school, but I sort of fell
out of the whole acting mindset
during that time.

TT: When did you discover your
talents?
TT: Were your encouraged by
your family and friends?
(JW: As for acting, I tried out
for a play in grade school and (JW: I was always encouraged by
that was it. I pretty much knew my family to act. My dad still
after that show that I was good doesn't like the fact that I'm a
at acting and that I - really musician or that I want to purenjoyed it. In fact, when I was sue a career in music, though.
younger all I wanted to be when But with acting, my mom drove
I grew up was an actor, and I me into Manhattan about three,
even started modeling and act- four days a week to go on going in commercials back in the see's and auditions. Both of my

parents invested a lot of time
and money on my interest in
acting, and I'm grateful for that.
It was a pretty awesome time.
Whenever my dad has something snide to say about my
music it kind of makes me think
twice about what I want to do,
but I like to think that I have a
stronger will than that, and usually it just makes me more determined to follow through on my
plans.
TT: What are some of the artissee WESSELS on page 18

Cinestudio
CLEAN
Oct. 17; 7:30 p.m.
Maggie Cheung won the Best Actress Award at the Cannes Film Festival in a film reuniting her with
director (and ex-husband) Olivier Assayas, who brought the Hong Kong star to the attention of Western
audiences in Irma La Vep. Cheung gives a gutsy and vulnerable performance as a singer who returns
home to Paris after the overdose of her rocker boyfriend, desperately trying to stay clean and reconnect
with her young son.
.
5x2
' ,
Oct. 18; 7:30 p.m.
Director Francois Ozon has played with mystery to intriguing effect in his films 8 Women and
Swimming Pool. In 5 x 2, he explores the breakup of a French couple's marriage as a mystery unfolding backwards in time, from the ashes of divorce to the heat of first attraction.
WORLD TRADE CENTER
Oct. 19-20; 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 21; 2:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
Oliver Stone has made his best film since Platoon, proving once again his mastery at showing wartime
on the grunt level, where there is no space for politics or pretension. The movie zeroes in on one of
9/11's countless true stories: Port Authority officers John McLoughlin and Will Jimeno, who rush to
Lower Manhattan after the first plane hits, become trapped when the towers collapse. As played by
Nicholas Cage and Michael Pefia, the ordinary humanity of these two men - and their anxious families
- is the opposite of hatred and revenge. "There is really no other American director who can move so
swiftly from intimate to epic scale, saturating even quiet moments with fierce emotion." - A. O. Scott,
New York Times.
GILDA
Oct. 22; 2:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
Oct 23-24; 7:30 p.m.
Cinestudio presents the must-see classic film of autumn: a new print of King Vidor's Gilda. The wonderfully sophisticated and cynical film is a mirror image of Casablanca: two men, a cafe owner and an
(ex) soldier, battle for the attentions of the same woman, while lingering Nazis threaten the security of
their expatriate (in this case Buenos Aires) community of eccentrics. What makes it different is the hinted-at attraction between the two men, and, of course, the woman in question. .Rita Hayworth, love goddess to the Greatest Generation, is no idealist ready to give up her man (Glenn Ford) for a cause. Her
sultry performance of "Put the Blame on Mame," as she tosses her hair and peels off" her long black
gloves, still burns up the screen.
.
See www.cinestudio.com for more.
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French Film Noted forBeautiful Scenes Fall TV lineups Display
the Good, Bad, and Ugly

lent cinematography (by co-direc- at Trinity College, helped bring
tor/co-screenwriter Gilles Porte) the Tournees festival to Trinity
consists of little more than dry, and great performance by and, in collaboration with
By KATY NOLIN
shows hit a standstill until the
airy conversation and toothy Moreau, who won a Cesar award Professor Karen Humphreys,
MANAGING EDITOR
baseball season's over.
smiles. The painfully slow pace of (the French equivalent of an hand-selected this year's features
"Grey's Anatomy," another
from a list of 25 films. "I chose
the film is exacerbated by its less- Oscar) for best actress.
In today's day and age, the highly popular medical drama,
than-satisfying ending, where we
One of the most inspiring whatever seemed the most interlearn that all our sitting and wait- parts of this otherwise immobile esting,'' she said. "You look at the television has become a veritable has attracted many viewers thus
ing brought us to a place not too film are the expansive shots of the reputation of the director, and if household demigod. Alas, the far this season, dominating the
French countryside, whose beauty it is good, you assume, or you days of good television seem to Nielsen Ratings week by week.
far from where we began.
If you're fortunate enough to
What is ultimately unsatisfying and vastness reflect the freeness of hope at least, that the film won't be gone, and we must instead
watch mind-numbing marathons have more than basic cable on
about this film is that it seems to Irene's spirit as she revels in her be a bomb."
Selected for this year's Festival of such gems as
beg for sympathy for a heroine new love. Equally skillful are the
campus, you'll
more
restrictive,
geometrical
shots
be happy to
are
the films When the Sea Rises, "What Not to
who, besides being an unapoloWhat is it that we even know that the
getic adulterer, would much of the tamed land, that offer a The Intruder, Far Side of the Wear" or "Pimp
ask from pur television television outrather put on a mask and gripe claustrophobic contrast to these Moon, Clean, and 5X2. The My Ride."
programs anyway? The look is " even
I'll be the first
about
her disappointments liberating shots, especially as Tournees Festival should not be
TV [...] does not prom- sunnier. Bravo,
onstage than try to better herself Irene's love becomes more a mistaken for the "April in Paris" to admit, howevwhich for some
ise to contain only
in reality. Rather than using her prison than a vehicle for freedom. festival of French Film, also organ- er, that I have
This year marks the Tournees ized by Professors Lee and' spent many days
inexplicable reaart as a buffer of reality, she
quality shows that will
son
is absent
glued to an allexploits it only as. a vessel of Film Festival's fourth visit to • Humphreys in, when else, April.
stimulate and challenge
from the stanProfessor Lee believes that stu- day "Flavor of
escape, much as she exploits her Trinity. A program of the French
, us. It's a means to
American
dard channels,
dents and faculty alike should Love 2" marathon
lover to escape the
escape our fast-paced shows the highCultural
experience the Tournees Festival on VH1, despite
disappointments of
"Why should you go Exchange, the because, "Films are culturally the
world, not a textbook. ly
popular
homework
her marriage.
to a Elm? Why should
festival
is loaded. They are a great way to that might be call" P r o j e c t
The film maindesigned
to experience another culture." ing. Has television really slipped Runway," and commercial-free
tains its nihilistic
you go to a museum
help bring con- Aside from their obvious cultural so far that I can content myself networks
like
HBO and
vision
of love
Showtime have a plethora of
throughout. In one or read a book? It is all t e m p o r a r y merits, Professor Lee believes the to watch such crap?
to open your mind to
French cinema firms are educationally valuable as
scene, while waiting
Fortunately, the fall TV line- award-winning comedies and
to
American
well.
"Why
should
you
go
to
a
in the lunch line at
up boasts some diamonds in the dramas to suit every taste.
the world. This, I
colleges and film? Why should you go to a rough, as several decent, wella nursing home she
Looking for a feel good, midthink, is the purpose of universities. In museum or read a book? It is all written shows have returned for dle America cry-fest? Tune in to
is performing in,
to to open your mind to the world," second and third (or, in the case ABC on Sunday .nights to watch
education: to experi- addition
Irene sardonically
offering
a Lee said. "This, I think, is the pur- of "Law and Order," the 15 mil- the ever-dramatic "Extreme
asks if she should
ence as much of the
Makeover: Home Edition." Be
diverse selec- pose of education: to experience lionth) season.
have a waffle or a
world as possible."
as
much
of
the
world
as
possible.
warned
however, as this familytion of new
The big networks have
romance for desert.
To
see
how
it
all
functions
out
friendly
motivational show is
French
film,
brought back the majority of
"Take the waffle,"
there. The more you see of the the blockbuster dramas, with followed by the often raunchy
the
festival
also
.
advises one of her
-Professor Sonia Lee
hit,
"Desperate
dispenses
a other side the better off you are." "Lost," "Prison Break,"" and popular
elderly co-patrons.
The Tournees Festival is ongoing "CSI" all returning to the small Housewives."
small
grant
to
Despite
the
at
the Cinestudio
until screen. Fox offers the ever-popuOn the flip side, however,
stagnant plot, the flat characters, participating schools.
Wednesday.
lar (and. my personal favorite)
Sonia Lee, Professor of
and the slow pace of the film, it is
"House," but beware - Fox
See www.cinestudio.com.
see WHAT on page 18
nonetheless notable for its excel- Modern Languages and Literature
continued from page 1

Law &Policy School Fair
I Thinking about studying law or public policy after Trinity?
1 Twenty-two j D , PhD, and masters programs are corning t o
| talk t o you! Please join The Career Services Office for the
w & Policy School Fair in our office located on the first
I floor of the Admissions Building,

Wednesday, October ISth* from
lit 3Oam to Si3Opm
The extraordinary breadth and quality of the schools attending 1ne fair will speak for itself:
American University, Washington College of Law
Boston College Law School
Brooklyn Law School
Benjarran Cardozo School of Law, Yeshiva University
Case Western Reserve University School of Law
University of Connecticut School of Law
Michigan State University College of Law
Pern State University- Dickinson Schooi of Lav/
Quinnipiac University School of Law
Regent University School of Law
Roger Williams University, Ralph Papitto Schoolof Law
Rutgers University School of Law-Newark
St. John's University School of Law
Suffolk University Law School
Vanderbilt University Law School
Western New England College of Law

JPahlfe Policy Ideograms
Brown University, Urban Education Policy Program
George Mason University, School of Public Policy
University of Massachusetts at Boston, Graduate School of
Public Poiicy
University of Edinburgh

Career Services

Ma

SKI
schedule a campus visit:

(651)962-4895 • (800) 328-6819, Ext. 2-4895
lawschool@stthomas.edu • www.stthomas.edu/law
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Jewish Dance Ensemble Performs Moving and Inspired Pieces
continued from page 15

ments flowed together and the
dancers' spines seemed very malThey swirled'and twirled and leable. They had amazing control
twisted their arms in ways that over their entire body. The music
.have been rarely seen before.
in the background was live. The
The third piece
musician used
was titled "Mayim:
different instruThe performance was
A
Ritual
of
interesting not only for ments to sound
Transformation."
like dripping or
the creativity in the
The piece was
flowing water:
choreography, but also shakers, cymbased on the ritual
for
the meaning behind bals, water in a
of the Mikvah, a
ritual bath for
pan,
hollow
each piece.
women to celewooden balls,
brate and to heal. "The piece and cowbells.
explores making an ancient ritual
In between the third and
more current and relevant in fourth piece, the musical accomtoday's world," Gayer added. This panist, Neumann explained his
was not the entire piece, but only process in creating appropriate
an excerpt of the middle to the sounds to match the movements.
end. The costumes were appropri- He described how he watches the
ately white and pale blue, repre- choreography and chooses his
sentative of water. The move- instruments and melody based

Edwin C. Pratt
Avodah Dance Ensemble is a New York dance company that uses Jewish texts and traditions to inspire their choreography.

off of what he sees and feels.
"Each movement has feeling," he
said. "I never want to be in front
of the movement."
The final piece was inspired
by a prayer Jewish people say for
people once they die, "Kaddish."
The music began with a monologue. The four dancers were
dressed in long, heavy dresses
(three in maroon and one in
blue). The dancer in blue began
with a solo during the monologue and was later joined by the
rest of the ensemble. The movements were powerful and the
music was loud. .The steps were
large and strong and the dancers
constantly danced with clenched
fists.
Edwin C. Pratt
An Avodah dancer holds her leg in a difficult develope position, ballet inspired.

Real Art Ways
POZA: "Art and Performance"
Oct. 19-Nov. 12
Opening Reception Oct. 19; 6-9 p.m.
Photos, drawings, and sculpture of performances by Kinga Araya,
Monika Weiss, and Krzysztof Zarebski.

"Bipolar Jukebox," starring Andre Balazs

Oct. 19; 6-9 p.m.
"If Fiona Apple had been born a boy, and grew up on the coast
among coarse, friendly fishermen until the age of seven, and then
he was dragged to the middle of a Connecticut cornfield to live out
his teenage years in a state of mild social alienation, he might have
a shot at growing up to be Andre Balazs. Balazs' voice is a bedraggled diver emerging from the sea, detritus from various nations
clinging to his wetsuit: a sushi dish, beer bottles, Russian nesting
dolls, Prozac. That is to say, all those elements show up in his
songs, but effortlessly, seemingly of their own accord. This is rock
'n'roll, children. This is rock 'n' Peking roll." -Dan Berry The
Hartford Advocate
Shortbus
Opens Oct. 20
John Cameron Mitchell, whose Hedwig and the Angry Inch
shocked and delighted stage and film audiences with its frankness
about sex and transsexuals, has created a polysexual movie about
several characters in New York City traveling the highways, byways,
and unexpected intersections of love and sex. When the charactersmale and female, gay and straight all find themselves at a weekly
underground salon called "Shortbus," it becomes a mad nexus of
art, music, politics, humor, and carnality. The director developed
the storylines with the help of the ensemble actors. But much more
than that makes this film unusual. The way Mitchell chose his
actors, many making their film debut, was by soliciting their own
videotaped interviews through a well publicized website. Over 500
tapes were submitted and from those, seven were accepted to workshop the film and act in it. The surprise sensation of this year's
Cannes Film- Festival, Shortbus presents sex and sexuality in a new
way to mainstream audiences. Warning: the film has very explicit
sexual scenes and is not rated.
See www.realartways.org

Although the ensemble was
based on Jewish tradition, its

dancers were not practicing Jews.
They each had their own personal purposes for participating with
this group. One dancer, though
Christian, was strongly connected
to religion in general. Another
was not religiously oriented, but
taught philosophy. She enjoys the
movement and meaning expressing human struggle and being.
One of the more interesting reasons for joining Avodah, was
from the youngest dancer. She
likes to connect things she cannot put into words in the form of
dance. "Text gets confusing, so I
just dance about it," she said.
Avodah skillfully interprets
text through representative dance.
To shape a two-dimensional text
into a three-dimensional art form,
the dance ensemble follows a

series of creative steps. They
begin by taking a simple line and
each dancers dances a word. Even
the small and unimportant
words, like "the" and "and,"
become vital in the interpretation. Finally, the dancers have created a sentence solely expressed
by the shapes and subtle movements of their bodies. The audience of their Seabury performance were fortunate enough to
actually observe the ensemble in
the process of dancing a sentence.
The performance was interesting not only for the creativity in
the choreography, but also for
the meaning behind each piece.
Avodah Dance Ensemble will be
performing at Charter Oaks
Cultural Center on Oct. 19 at
7:30 p.m.

Dance Thesis Inspired by Neutral Milk Hotel
By DANAE GOLDBERG

ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
In the Theater and Dance
Department at Trinity, students
have the option of completing a
senior thesis project, which consists of a not only a written paper,
but also a dance piece that the
students themselves choreograph
and direct. Given that most other
majors have to merely complete
only a written thesis, the students
within the Theater and Dance
department who take it upon
themselves to complete the
Senior thesis, actually complete
what seems like two senior theses.
Choreographing their own piece
can become a daunting and all
Edwin C. Pratt
consuming feat, particularly in Jill Hockett '07, is preparing her Theater and Dance Senior Thesis due in Feb.
conjunction with a written paper.
Jill Hockett, one such senior about it as well." Her inspiration senior thesis project. She is planwithin the Theater and Dance for her thesis piece is the Neutral ning to incorporate the talents
Department who
Milk
Hotel and personalities of other dancers
a l b u m ,
into her piece. Therefore, she is
has chosen the
"There's a certain
Aeroplane
waiting until she casts her dancers
senior
thesis
weightlessness present in Over the Sea, to truly begin her creative
route, became a
which has a process. "I want to make the
the album, [Neutral
Theater
and
"folky
and dancers feel involved in my
Dance major due
Milk Hotel's Aeroplane
experimental
piece," Hockett commented.
to her intense likOver the Sea]" Jill said,
with an indiHockett held auditions for
ing of dance and
justifying why lifts in
rock sound to her piece this past Thursday in
all it incorponew and unusual ways
it with a •surre- search of eight dancers who she
rates. She spent
may
be
utilized
throughal,
almost felt could capture the movement
all of this past
out
the
piece.
dreamlike
qual- and feeling behind her music
summer in New
ity."
choice and choreography ideas.
York, living in
Brooklyn while taking open class-. Attempting to create a piece of She wants, "more than just
es at Dance New.
dance choreography can become dancers." Hockett desires a
Her senior thesis piece is as a task that quickly overwhelms a dancer
whose
personality
Hockett
described,
"Nuevo. choreographer, particularly begin- becomes exposed through their
cirque. It is a light-hearted piece, ners. Hockett seems calm and
while having an epic quality collected in her approach to the
see HOCKETT on page 18
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Hockett Uses Dancer's
Personalities to Inspire
continued from page 17

explained, has a different feeling
to the performance, as compared
dancing. Additionally, since to Broadway1 and other forms of
she wants her dancers to have a dance.
hands- on feeling with her piece,
Despite the fact that she hasit is important for her to feel that n't started choreographing her
not only must these dancers piece as of yet, she has particular
exude the talent and confidence concepts in mind, specifically
to dance in her piece, but they while, deciding which dancers to
also must have the drive and pres- utilize. The dancer's personality
ence to support
has to be visible
These dancers have
their talent on
within
their
stage.
dance
moveworked hard to create
Within
her
ments, and as
their own masterpieces,
piece, there are
such, the audiexpressing their talent
several qualities
tion process is
that are unusual,
completely suband skills to Trinity.
and need to be
jective:
"The
executed exactly
dancers must be
to express the meaning behind able to accomplish virtuosic
the piece of music as well as the dancing interspersed with nonchoreography. "There's a certain dance aspects," Hockett elaboratweightlessness present in the ed. Given that dance at Trinity
album," Hockett said, justifying isn't as widely known, or popular
why lifts in new and unusual ways compared to many of the other
may be utilized throughout the clubs and sports. Therefore it
piece. Therefore, her dancers may be difficult to find dancers
must feel comfortable with vari- that would be capable of dancing
ous types of lifts as well as in Hockett's piece. However,
expressing themselves in new and Hockett has faith in finding the
unusual ways that they might not types of dancers she needs to
be accustomed tb at first.
truly represent her vision in the
The type of piece that light she wants it to be perHockett is envisioning for herself formed.
is a dance theater piece, which
The Theatre and Dance
she describes as "of the European Department senior theses perTanz theater tradition, incorpo- formances will be held on Feb. 9rating both musical and narrative 11, featuring not only Hockett's
structures." Dance theatre is not piece, but also theses from four
to be confused with Broadway, as other performers. These dancers
there is an "epic quality to dance have worked hard to create their
theater that Broadway lacks." own masterpieces, which will proDance theatre, as Hockett duce an excellent show.

Wessels Will Act in Fall
Play, "The Connection"
continued from page 15
tic outlets on campus that your
participate in?
CW: Well, I'm in the Fall
Theatre Production, entitled The
Connection and that's quite a
major artistic outlet for me.
And when Cleo has open mic
nights I'll usually go there and
jam for a bit. But most of the
time my biggest artistic outlet
on campus would be just playing in my room, to myself.

TT: How's The Connection
going?
CW: The Connection is going
fantastic. I love being a part of
it. It's a helluvalot of work, but
I knew that going into it, and its
totally worth it. I'd say one of
the main rea-

end, Oct. 26-28. Tickets are still
available, but not for long!
TT: Do you feel that there is a
vibrant arts scene on campus?
CWi I feel like we have a vibrant
art scene on campus if you give I
the effort to be a part of it. If
you don't put forth any effort, I j
feel like the scene could just I
pass you by. If I could change
anything about it, I think an
online forum for sharing songs,
paintings, sketches, stories,
poems-whatever could actually
be transformed into an online
media-would be awesome. Kind
of like MyspaceMusic but on a
much larger scale. That'd be
pretty sweet.

TT: Last year you were a part of
the InterArts program on campus. How did
"I love being a part of
that benefit your
artistic
talents
["The Connection"].
and goals?

sons I tried out
for the show is
the fact that
It's a helluvalot of
Professor Mitch
work, but I knew that
CW: InterArts has
Polin is directdefinitely been a
going into it, and its
ing it. I worked
help
to my artiswith him last
tbtaUy worth it."
tic
interests.
It
year on "S" and
really
exposed
me
it was one of
- Connor Wessels '09
to a whole world
the most amazthat I hadn't seen
ing memorable
much
of
prior
to coming to
moments of my life. Mitch is an
Trinity.
The
classroom
discusabsolutely awesome director and
I love working with him. The sions on art have helped me to
show will be a great time, so think outside the box, regarding
make sure you come see a show. my own artistic position. I also
Its playing this weekend, Oct. developed a great camaraderie
19- 21, and then the next week- with fellow student artists.

DVD/CD RELEASES
Over the Hedge
Traveling raccoon con artist, RJ (Bruce Willis), arrives in a
woods outside a human city in the Midwest, excited about the
wonders that living near humans can bring hungry animals. What
he finds, however, is an Amish-like community that is deathly
afraid of humans, after their leader, Vern the tortoise (Shandling),
has an encounter with human boys that terrifies him. Encouraged
by RJ, however, the animals slowly venture over the hedge that separates them from the brand new suburban development that
appeared over the winter while they were sleeping, and what RJ
shows them is a whole new world where humans leave tin cans full
of fish and other food in big canisters, ripe for the taking. As they
get closer and closer to humans, however, their comfortable lives
in the woods appears to be threatened...

Charmed'.
The Complete Sixth Season
The three Halliwell sisters discover that they are descendents of
a line of female witches. Each has a special ability (stopping time,
moving objects, seeing the future), and they can also combine
their abilities into the Tower of Three" to fight demons, warlocks,
and other evils.

La Femme Nikita
The Complete Fifth Season
In section one, a clandestine anti-terrorist organization, fakes
the death of a jailed, convicted murderer and, believing her twin
assets of beauty and ability to kill will make her a valuable new
operative, trains her in the fighting skills necessary to succeed in
her new job. The new operative, code-named.'Josephine,' proves to
be somewhat less ruthless than planned, however, as she had been
falsely convicted and never murdered anyone.

Wintersong
Sarah McLachlan
An album like this could cement Sarah McLachlan as a middle-of-the-road crooner ready for the Andy Williams Christmas
Show, but there's more beneath the surface of Wintersong than
just Christmas chestnuts, over-roasting on an open fire.
Longtime McLachlan producer Pierre Marchand blurs the borders with ambient sound effects, distorted guitars, and subtle
echoes. He adds a Mark Isham-esque muted trumpet solo
emerging out of reverse echoes on "I'll Be Home for
Christmas" as if viewing the song through a distorted mirror.
Violins that sound like they're being blown through a Leslie
speaker combine unpredictably with a banjo on "O Little Town
of Bethlehem." And on the seventh song, McLachlan finally
kicks the album into another gear, turning "The First Noel"
into a storming entreaty backed by tribal drums and surging
low strings. Her voice is like the serene angel amidst the raging
storm. I wish McLachlan had taken more chances like this,
instead of the subtle framing she employs around melodies that"
remain true to form. Surprisingly, the more contemporary
songs by John Lennon, Joni Mitchell, and Gordon lightfoot
are the least inventive. Her reading of Mitchell's incandescently
wistful "River" is overly faithful to the original, and Lennon's
"Happy Xmas (War Is Over)" sounds Eke karaoke, right down
to the Spector-esque production and children's choir. But given
that Lennon's prayer for peace still remains unanswered, that
fidelity could be intentional. Regardless, this is familiar
Christmas fare delivered in an intimate and ethereal fashion
that will satisfy those who believe in the nostalgic spirit of the
season. -John Diliberto

Taken from www.amazon.com.

What to
Watch for
on Your TV
continued Bom page 16
there are plenty of reality TV
shows that don't deserve the
primetime airtime. "Dancing
with the Stars," another pointless celebrity competition show,
makes "Celebrity Fit Club" look
Emmy-worthy by comparison.
The latest "Survivor" (albeit an
interesting concept when it premiered), has become worn and
mundane, despite the short publicity granted by its tribes of sep-.
arate races.
On the comedy front, the
networks are still having trouble
replacing old successes like
"Friends" and "Everybody Loves
Raymond." Tina Fey tries to
escape the "SNL" curse with "30
Rock" while Julia Louis-Dreyfus
hopes to continue to defy the
"Seinfeld" curse with her award
winning "New Adventures of
Old Christine." "The Simpsons"
and "Family Guy," along with
the rest of Fox's dynamic comedy lineup, will sadly be benched
until after the World Series. As
an added bonus to Fox Comedy
Sunday nights, look for a sneak
preview for the new Simpsons
movie when Fox returns to its
new shows.
On the cable news side of
things, MSNBC's "Countdown
with Keith Olbermann" has
proved to be a welcome competitor to the obnoxious
"O'Reilly Factor." Olbermann, a
former ESPN Host, runs a nofrills, down to earth news broadcast that inserts an aspect of
humility and honesty into the
corrupt and oh-so boring world
of primetime news. Jon Stewart
and Stephen Colbert also continue to deliver their one-two
comedic pundit punch every
weekday night, and with the
2006 election season nearihg its
climax^ their two shows will definitely kick into high satirical
gear.
In the end though folks,
what is it that we even ask from
our television programs anyway?
The TV (just like firms and fiction) does not promise to contain only quality shows that will
stimulate and challenge us. It's a
means to escape our fast-paced
world, not a textbook. If you're
looking for an educational,
enjoyable program, your best
bet is to head to Discovery or
TLC - "Mythbusters" continually provides an entertaining and
informative viewing experience,
while "Little People, Big World"
has been scoring high with critics.
Though the fall TV season
does not boast many new additions, it's well-supported by a
multitude of tried-and-true
entertainment machines. So go
ahead world, watch your
"America's Next Top Model,"
"Nip/Tuck,"
and
"Parental
Control," because there's a good
• chance -your, roommate will be
watching too.
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The Webster Theater
Suicide Girls Burlesque Tour
featuring Tsu Shi Ma Mi Rae, Base 2,
Curtain Hits The Cast
Oct. 15
7 p.m. Doors

Good Charlotte, The Pink Spiders,
Young Love
Oct. 16
6:30 p.m. Doors

Mustard Plug, Against All Authority,
Westbound Train, Bomb The Music Industry,
Tip The Van
Oct. 17
6 p.m. Doors

Bret Michaels of Poison,
ZO2, Secret Smile, Vengeance, Untitled, Vicious
Disorder
Oct. 18
6:00 p.m. Doors

Gwar, The Red Chord,
Municipal Waste
••••••:•.->—-

Oct. 21

7:00 p.m. Doors

Deicide, Desolation,
Burned In Effigy, Deadwait

—— Chapel Happenings
Tuesday, Oct. 17
6:30 p.m. Zen Meditation in the Crypt
Chapel
9:30 p.m. Banquet Service, Friendship

Chapel
8:00 p.m. Conversations on Sufism: A
Guide to the Spiritual Path of Islam, South
Summit, Room 100

Wednesday, Oct. 18
12:15 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass, Crypt
Chapel
6:30 p.m. Trinity Kirtan (Hindu), Crypt
Chapel

Sunday, Oct. 22
5:15 p.m. Vespers in the Chapel

Music by the Chape! Singers
Sermon by Dean Christopher Card
Holy Communion follows at 6:00 p.m.

Oct 22
6:00 p.m. Doors

Lost Prophets,
Street To Nowhere
Oct. 23
7:00 p.m. Doors

Zakk Wylde's, Black Label Society,
Black Stone Cherry
Oct. 24
7:30 p.m. Doors
The Webster Theater Box Office
860-525-5553

Fred Pfeii Community
Come watch comedian Max Goldberg from
Emerson College in the Fred's (Summit East)
Common Room. Silent comedy will be
played all night and refreshments wili be
available.
Friday, Oct. 20
9:00 p.m.

VOID
Stop by the Cave patio this Thursday,
Oct. 19, from 11:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.

and check out anti-sweatshop labor
activities sponsored by VOID (voices
organized in democracy). Feel free to
participate by decorating T-shirts or just
come and learn more about sweat shop
labor and its influence on the world.
Rain location is inside Mather.
Ail are welcome to come.

- Community Service Spotlight The arrival of September usually translates to hectic
schedules for students readjusting to college life. For two
ambitious seniors, however, planning one of the year's largest
community service events was top priority.
Together, seniors Maria Stand! and Kat West planned
one of the most successful Do-It-Days to date. Their meticulous work during the summer resulted in greater participation
in every realm involved. Approximately 520 students participated this year, in comparison to 450 in 2005. Volunteers
were sent to 57 different sites around Hartford, while 45 sites
received help last year.
"\ was overwhelmed with the generosity of people who
gave so much of their time and energy to making Do It Day
Happen," said West. "The community service office was
buzzing with action during the first week of classes. Students
who were busy with schoolwork and settling in spent many
hours working to ensure the success of Do It Day."
A primary draw of the event is it's potential to rally many
different students toward one common goal of positive,
direct action. Stanci! and West were successful in signing
teams that represented many facets of student life.
"I think the day went very well entirely thanks to student
participation!," said Stand!. "\ was so impressed with the
amount of people who pulled through that day (even though
it was the morning after Welcome Back). Students and faculty were extremely generous."
Fraternities and sororities worked during the day, along
with four sports teams and various campus clubs. Members
of the larger Trinity community showed support in other
ways.
"For the first time we had alumni parents participate; Jay
Millard volunteered at HARC with his son who is a member
of the class of 2010. Members of Chartwells like Ed
Taraskewich, Toby Chenette and Mike Winnick volunteered
their time and resources," said West.
Do-It-Day is distinguished from other campus events in
that it requires commitment from Hartford organizations in
many forms. Stanci! and West worked hard during the summer to ensure that the volunteers were rewarded with a free
meal after their work. Over 50 restaurants made donations
this year for the buffet. Such vast involement reouired the.
girls to call numerous potential donors for months.
The seniors started planning the event in late May and
worked throughout the summer to settle every minute detail
During the school year, both are involved in other service-oriented clubs such as Green Campus and Zeta Omega Eta.
Their consistent dedication to such causes has reserved them
a spotlight this week.
- Hannah Charry
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Volleyball Sweeps Second Day of NESCAC Quad Jk Williams
By PETER DACE*
SPORTS WRITER
In the quest for postseason play, the
Trinity Volleyball team had to first fight
through a schedule filled largely by nonconference opponents. After a hot start,
the team hit a tough stretch at the end of
September and entered this past weekend
without a conference win. However,
Trinity had shown sure signs of improved
play and, by weekend's end, emerged with
a pair of statement wins against NESCAC
rivals that catapulted them back into the
postseason race.
The team's recent troubles began with
a heartbreaker at the hands of Connecticut
College on Sep. 27. Trinity came out
strong with a win in the first game 30-20,
but found itself tied after four games as the
teams alternated victories in the next three
games.
Having already beaten Connecticut
College in five games in the season's opening match, Trinity was unable to get it
done a second time, falling in the final
game 15-6.
• .- - - •-,
The Bantams responded with strong
play in the three following matches at the
Wesleyan Invitational, but came away with
only a single win to show for their efforts.
The first match of the weekend against
Wheaton was not indicative of the final
results, as Trinity responded after dropping
the close first game 30-28 by handily taking the following three games 30-18, 30-16,
30-21.
The team's success against Wheaton
was not carried over to their match against
Amherst, as the Bantams lost the first two
games to the Lord Jeffs 31-29 and 30-19.
Despite the deficit, and Amherst's 12-1
record coming into the match, Trinity
fought back to tie the match up with vic-

tories of 30-25 and 30-27, but was met with
another tough loss when they fell in the
final game 15-7. The Bantams were unable
to muster much more when they faced
host Wesleyan only a short time later, losing in three games 30-22, 30-23, 30-21. For
her efforts and fine play, Molly Ullman '10
was named to the all-tournament team.
Given the nature of the team's losses, a
trip home helped get the Bantams back on
track. Emmanuel College brought a 4-9
record to Trinity and had trouble getting
started due to a number of errors and
missed shots. Trinity won the first game
with some strong play 30-22.
Impressively, Emmanuel did not back
down, and the Saints' play improved
markedly for the duration of the match,

but it was not enough to get by the
Bantams who won in four games.
With their confidence renewed, Trinity
had an opportunity to exact revenge on
Wesleyan in their final home match of the
year on Oct. 6. An opening-game loss
sparked the Bantams to a win in the second game 30-28.
The last two games of the match were
back-and-forth, and neitherteam appeared
willing to accept a defeat. While Trinity did
end up on the losing end of both games
30-28 and 31-29 respectively, it was only by
the narrowest margins, and the Bantams
demonstrated that when they play their
game Trinity can stand up against the best
teams.The Bantams took out the frustrations

www.trmcoll.edu
The Bantams will need to put together a string of victories to keep themselves in the NESCAC tourney.

of their loss to the Cardinals in their next
match against Western Connecticut on
Oct. 11. While their opponent did not
have a very good record, Trinity still made
sure to stay focused, evident in a resounding victory in three games.
Having only played three NESCAC
matches and without a win in conference
play, Trinity looked upon last weekend's
matches at Williams as a chance to pull
itself back into the race for the NESCAC
Tournament.
The first match on Friday against the
host loomed as the most difficult, as
Williams owned one of the top rankings in
New England. Trinity surprised many people when it took the first game 30-26, and
while the Bantams were again disappointed
to come away with only a number of very
close games and not a victory, they
demonstrated both their improved play
and their ability to challenge anyone.
"It was a battle all the way and we never
gave up [...] we gave Williams a good scare
and came extremely close to beating
them," noted Head Coach Jennifer
Bowman.
Co-captain Erin Ogilvie '07 felt that
"what is certain is that in the past, Trinity
may not have stood a chance against
Williams [...] that match was evidence of
the improvements that our team has .
made."
With their match against the conference's top team out of the way, Trinity was
able to focus Saturday on improving its
conference "record, and did just that
against Middlebury and Hamilton. The
Middlebury match was perhaps the most
important on Trinity's schedule to date,
"they are another quality opponent in the
conference, and we could be fighting with
see BIG on page 22

Iroad Street Bullies' Shut Down Vaunted Jumbos' Ground Game
continued from page 24
yards on the ground. An incomplete
pass on third and goal forced Kevin
Swiniarski '07 to kick a 23 yard field goal
to make the score 10-0.
Despite the Bantams inability to put
the ball in the endzone as often as they
have in previous years, the Trinity offense
has remained optimistic about their
progress. "No matter who we play, when
we play them, we know we can get better
every day and that's what we strive for [...]
what it means is that we have to work harder and harder each day to make each other
better," Olenoski said.
Swiniarski added another field goal late
in the fourth quarter to push the Bantam
lead to 13 points. The Trinity defense iced
the game after the second field goal when
Tyler Berry '09 sacked Saccomano for a 17yard loss on third down of Hamilton's
next drive to force the Continentals to
punt the game away from their own endzone.
To follow up their performance against
Hamilton, the Trinity defense continued
its dominance last week against a much
more formidable Tufts team. The Bantams
recorded their second shutout in as many
weeks and 13th in the last 36 games against
a Tufts team that was ranked eighth in
New England.
Trinity allowed Tufts only 104 total
yards on offense, 80 of which came from
the passing game. Trinity, on the other
hand, gained over 260 yards on offense, of
which 178 came courtesy of McGrath and
his receiving core. Leo carried the bulk of
the Bantams' rushing attack-with 73 yards
while Joyner and Robert Jackson '10 had
13 yards each on six and four carries
respectively.
Michael Snow '07 was McGrath's

favorite target against the Jumbos. The
tight end had seven catches for 72 yards,
including a huge 36 yard reception to
setup a Swiniarski field goal in the second
quarter.
The first quarter of the game was a
defensive battle, as both teams felt each
other out to get a sense of the pace of the
game. All but two of the drives in the
quarter were of the three and out variety.
However, in their first drive of the second
quarter, the Bantams began with a short
field after a Tufts penalty, and capitalized
when Leo ran 22 yards for a touchdown to
make the score 7-0.
Four possession changes later, Trinity

again started their drive in Jumbo territory
because of a 13 yard Olenoski punt return,
but a Bantam penalty on the return
pushed them back to their own 30 to
begin the drive.
On the first two plays of the drive,
McGrath completed two big passes to
quickly move up the field to the Tufts goal
line. The first play was a pass to Leo that
he turned into a 34-yard gain and the second was the 36-yard completion to Snow
to make it first arid goal at the Tufts five.
A third completion to Olenoski put the
ball at the half yard line for second and
goal, but the Bantams were again unable to
punch the ball in.

Edwin C. Pratt
Captain Chris Olenoski '07 receives the perfectly thrown pass for a big gain against Tufts.

The Bantams settled for three points,
but were lucky to get that because, on
third down, Leo was stripped of the ball
behind the line of scrimmage, but he fell
right on it for a two yard loss. Swiniarski's
kick was through the uprights with about
30 seconds left in the half and the teams
went into halftime with Trinity leading 100.
The Bantams put the game away immediately after the start of the second half,
when Marinelli intercepted a deep pass by
Tufts' Matt Russo and returned the ball 51
yards to the Trinity five yard line. A
Trinity personal foul penalty put the ball
at the Bantams' 20 yard line, and on the
first play, McGrath found Olenoski for a
touchdown pass to make it a three possession game.
The interception and quick touchdown
took the life out of the Jumbos who
seemed defeated and were content to stick
with their top ranked running game
throughout the second half instead of taking to the air to try and get some points
on the board. Early in the fourth quarter,
Trinity put a drive together that got them
into field goal range, but Swiniarski's kick
was low and was blocked by a great surge
up front by the Tufts special team.
Even on their last drive, on fourth
down, Tufts punted the ball away instead
of going for it to try and keep their hopes
alive, pretty much admitting defeat.
If the Broad Street bullies are in fact
back, then next week's game should be a
massacre. The Bantams will travel to
Bowdoin to take on the lowly Polar Bears.
The following week, however, will be
another test for Trinity as they will return
home to take on the Middlebury Panthers.
"We're gonna' bring the coop road
show to Bowdoin next week," Lundgren
assured.
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W. Soccer Falls to Tough Tufts Team Big NESCAC Wins Give
Bants New Playoff Hope
ByCATMAHER
SPORTS WRITER

On Sep. 27, the Women's
Soccer team took on Smith
College in Northampton, Mass.
Trinity's game looked promising
as Rachel Talentino '08 netted the
first goal of the game just 10:49
into the first half off a pass from
Amy Joyce '07.
However, Smith was able to
tie the game at the end of the half
on an unassisted goal. Smith's
game-winning goal came with 20
minutes left in the second half
off a header. Bantam goalie Tara
Finucane '08 had one save for the
Bantams, who posted only nine
shots on the day. The loss
brought Trinity's record down to
.1-6.
The Bantams traveled to
Williams College three days later
to take on the'Ephs. Williams
scored two goals in the first half
and one goal in the second half
to defeat Trinity in a 3-0 win.
Finucane made eight saves in the
losing effort. Trinity fell to 1-7
overall and 0-5 in the NESCAC
with its third loss in a row, while
the Ephs improved to 7-0-1.
A week later, Finucane made
11 saves over 110 minutes in goal
to lead the visiting Bantams to a
1-1 tie against the Connecticut
College Camels. All the scoring
took place, over a 46-secorid span
at the 25 th and 26th minutes of
the game. Bantam midfielder
Devin Nwanagu '09 scored from
six yards away on the right side
on a pass by Joyce at the 25:14
mark.
The Camels answered

immediately when their forward
blasted a shot from 25 yards away
on the right side into the upper
left corner of the net, over
Finucane's outstretched arms.
Trinity averted three Camel
scoring chances in the first half,
including two on diving saves by
Finucane and another when a
Conn. College player headed a
lofting shot just over the cross
bar. In the second half, the
Camels almost scored the gamewinning goal when a shot from
the top of the box skimmed off
the cross bar and over the goal.
Trinity, which recorded just a
single shot on goal in the second
half and the first overtime,
applied more pressure in the second frame, but the Conn.
College goalie made one of her
three saves on a low shot by Erika
Maciaszczyk '09. The Camels

outshot Trinity 22-7, but had few
scoring opportunities after the
early part of the second half.
The Bantams moved to 1-7-1
overall and 0-5-1 in the NESCAC
while snapping their three-game
losing streak. The Camels are
now 2-6-1 overall and 0-4-1 in the
league.
On Monday, Trinity defeated
a very good Elms College team in
non-conference action. Nwanagu
opened the scoring in the 18th
minute as she beat the Elms goalkeeper on a hard shot from just
outside the box. The Bantams
added a second goal later in the
half as Katharine O'Brien '07
scored off a pass from teammate
Delia DeBlois '09. A Trinity own
goal pulled the Blazers back into
the game, but the Bantams pres. see SOLID on page 23

continued from page 21

them for a spot in.the conference tournament," Bowman said.
However, if their records indicated
that
Trinity
and
Middlebury were similarly skilled,
their match did not, as the
Bantams took a clean three-game
sweep for a win 30-21, 30-28, 3024, Not to
be satisfied
with one victory, Trinity
came
out
just as strong
against
Hamilton,
blanking
them
in
three games
30-18, 30-23,
20-19 as well.
S a i d
Ogilvie, "we
were ready
and excited
to earn two
NESCAC
wins [...] we
finally were
able to prove
our

Edwin C. Pratt
Forward Amy Joyce '09 takes on two Tufts defenders this past Saturday.
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Fri, Oct. 20
Women's Tennis i« NEWITT (# Amherst)
Sat, Oct. 21
'":kh
Football @ Bowdoin
*"-'Field Hockey (&1 Bowdoin
Men's Soccer @,Bowdoin ,
Women's Soccer @ Bowdoin
Men's & Women's Cross Country & RPI Invitational
(@ Sara toga Stale Park)
Women's Tennis &> NEWITT (<« Amherst)
Volleyball vs. Worcester State & Clark (@ Worcester)
Men's & Women's Crew («• Head of the Charles Regatta
Sun, Oct. 22
Women's Tennis «" NEWITT (<«> Amherst)
Mfen's.& Women's Crew @ Head of the Charles Regatta
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abilities Emily Moore '08 serves up yet another assist.
the Bantams

and get the
wins we deserve."
Emily Moore '08 had 65
assists and nine aces over the two
contests while Katie Lenz '08 had
30 digs against Middlebury while
Nicole Cahill '09 and co-captain
Lindsey Eichler '08 each added
12 kills against the Panthers.

face
off
against
Keene
State
this
Wednesday, followed by a
Saturday doubleheader against
Clark and Worcester State. The
regular season then closes with
the four NESCAC matches the
following week, which will decide
Trinity's postseason fate.

Mwaturura Goal Late Against
Tufts Propels Bantams to Win

defense, saying that the time they'd spent
in practice seemed to be paying off.
One defender who has really shone this
to be in the same situation against the
Jumbos as they were against the Owls. season is Fraker. As of last week, she had
Shutte, assisted by Daly, scored midway a goals against average of 0.87, the lowest
through the first half, but the Jumbos tied season average for a Bantam since Ashley
Graves' 0.79 average in 1991. Also, she was
the game in the second half.
first
in
the
Determined
NESCAC with an
not to be on the
outstanding .908
losing side of
save percentage.
another
comefrom-behind victoThe defense in
ry,
sophomore
front of her has
midfielder
also helped her
C h r i s t i n e
mil: she has had
Mwaturura scored
to make fewer
the game-winner
total saves on the
with 2:04 left on
season than her
the clock with an
opponents and
assist by Carolyn
she has only
Wolcott.
allowed
nine
goals,
while
her
Coach Anne
offense
has
Parmenter
was
scored 19.
especially pleased
The Bantams
with the team's
are now 4-2 in the
tenacity against
NESCAC and are
Tufts. "The thing
all alone in fourth
I was most proud
place. Trinity will
of is when Tufts
! need to stay in
scored the tying
Edwin C. Pratt that spot or betgoal, we didn't
say, 'Oh, well, Marisa Shutte '08 has been the catalyst for Trinity's offense, ter to have the
first round game
that's happening
again.' We turned it up. Those last five of the NESCAC tournament played here
minutes, we were hammering the cage, and in Hartford.
they just never gave up, which was a huge
Next up for the Bantams are two
testament, I think. I definitely felt on important NESCAC games. Bates will
Saturday that the better team won," she come to Hartford on Wednesday at 4:00
said.
p.m. and the Bantams will visit Bowdoin
She also praised the team's passing and on Saturday.
continued from page 24

Wed, Oct. 18
Volleyball @ Keene Slate

While the standings say that
Trinity is a solid team at 9-6 overall, the Bantams have a chance to
prove that they are much more in
the coming weeks.
With a conference record of
2-4 that puts them on the outer
edge of the NESCAC tournament, Trinity will have to perform well against Amherst, Bates,
f Bowdoin,
and Colby,
its remaining
conference
opponents.
Coach
Bowman
refuses to let
her players
think
too
much about
the big picture. "We are
focusing on
playing hard
each point,
and letting
the rest fall
into place,"
she said.
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Vinal Gets Two Goals in Victory over Jumbos
continued from page-24

Hayes '08. Vinal's first goal was the eventual game winner for the Bantams.
Doran is optimistic that this win will
vault the team to better days ahead. "The
whole team is happy about the win, but we
know we have plenty of things to work on
before our last two games. It felt like
everything came together today, and hopefully we can carry this momentum into the
next two games, to clinch a spot in the
NESCAC tournament."
With just under 12 minutes left in the
game, van Beuren set up Vinal for his second goal of the game, an insurance goal to
give the Bantams the 3-1 lead. From
there, Trinity was able to just run out the

lay Can'

clock and the Bantams earned their first
NESCAC win of the season. Trinity seneager to get the proverbial monkey off
ior Eric Wunsch had nine saves in the win,
their backs. The Bantams came out firing
allowing only one goal.
against the Owls and in the 22nd minute,
Next up for Men's Soccer are two
midfielder Mike van Beuren '09 tallied the
important NESCAC road games. The
first is against Bowdoin this Saturday.
first goal of the game.
The second will be against Middlebury the
Goalie Spencer Durland '08 started the
continued from page 22
following Saturday.
game and faced no shots while sophomore
sured Elms throughout the game, holdThe win against Tufts vaults the
Zac Trudeau finished the game and made
Bantams back into the hunt for a ing a decisive advantage in shots, 25-3, to
three saves.
NESCAC playoff spot, but with some take the win.
Nick Cantone '09 scored the Bantams
tough upcoming games, Trinity will have
The Elms goalie made eleven saves
second goal against Westfield in the 70th
to seriously buckle down and pull out wins including several point-blank shots and
minute and Vinal secured the game with a
in their next games to get into the post-sea- helped keep the Blazers within striking disgoal in the 82nd minute to ice the game
son.
tance. Finucane was only forced to make
against the Owls.
two stops in the win. Trinity moved to 2After the win against Westfield, Trinity iMlilHii£i|Sl^^^Kiiiliiii5^
7-1 with its second win of the season while
was 1-7, but regardless of what the numElms fell to 8-4 on the year.
bers say about the Bantams, midfielder
This past Saturday, the Bantams lost 4Chris Doran '10 is extremely happy about
2 to Tufts who are ranked sixth in New
the wins, especially the NESCAC victory
England. Thirteen minutes into the game.
over the Jumbos. "When we play one and
Bantam midfielder Chelsey Reynolds '09
two touch, we're a great team. We were
slid the ball through a gap inside the box
able to do that for most of the game
to Talentino, who drilled it into the net for
[against Tufts]. Sperice is one of the best
the game's first goal. Less than two minplayers on the team, so it was great to see
utes later, however, Tufts responded with a
the ball bounce his way today to get him
goal on a corner kick. Reynolds set up
on the stat sheet," he said.
another Trinity goal, feeding Maciaszczyk
Against Tufts, Dan Kupper, Trinity's
to give the Bantams a 2-1 lead going into
standout sophomore midfielder, gave the
halftime;
Bantams an early lead after receiving a fanTen minutes into the second half, the
tastic pass from tri-captain Drew Murphy
Jumbos scored a goal'to tie the game and
'07. The goal came within the first 10
then scored another quick goal to take the
minutes of the start of the game.
lead. Tufts kept the pressure on and put
However, the Jumbos responded with
the game away when they capitalized
an unassisted goal by Bear Duker only
inside the box by sending the ball in the
minutes later. The goal was Kupper's first
top-left corner. Finucane made seven saves
of the year and Murphy now has two
in the loss and Trinity's record fell to 2-8assists for the season.
1 overall and 0-6-1 in the NESCAC. Tufts
Following some drama in the first half
improved to 6-2-2 overall and 4-1-2 in the
where Tufts midfielder Peter DeGregorio
league with its sixth win in a row. With
was issued a red card for poor sportsmanthe loss, Trinity is eliminated from conship, Vinal knocked in his first goal of the
Edwin C. Pratt
tention for a post-season bid.
game thanks to a beautiful pass from John Defender Andrew Evans '07 denies a Tufts forward from receiving a pass into the Trinity box.
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Bantams' Defense Steps UpAfter Loss with Two Straight Shutouts
ByJONSMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
"The Broad Street bullies are
back," linebacker Nile Lundgren
'07 said after the Trinity Bantams
shut out the Tufts Jumbos in
NESCAC Football action this
past Saturday.
After the catastrophic loss to
Williams two weeks ago, the
Bantams were in unfamiliar territory below the top of the
NESCAC standings. After that
loss, quarterback* Eric McGrath
'09 predicted, "[next week] you're
gonna see a real angry Bantam
team." Trinity responded angrily
the past two weeks to put the rest
of the league on notice that the

mighty Bantams are still the
mighty Bantams.
Last week, Trinity faced a
Hamilton team that is still trying
to find itself. The Continentals
are not one of the top teams in
the league, certainly not on the
level of the Bantams or Ephs, but
true to form, Trinity still came
out and soundly beat Hamilton
13-0.
The game was a mismatch
from the very start as Trinity's
defense was back to its usual form
against Hamilton, not only allowing no points, but also allowing
only 56 total offensive yards. The
Bantams allowed -36 yards on the
ground; yes, the Continentals
accumulated -36 yards rushing for

Edwin C. Pratt
Gciurro Leo *07 had 78 yards and this touchdown run against Tufts.

the entire game.
"Coming off the Williams
game, we had a chip on our
shoulder," Lundgren said. "We
wanted to punch 'em in the teeth
from the get go and let them
know that it was going to be a
long day for them."
The Bantams, on the other
hand, had 209 rushing yards, 110
of which were racked up by captain Genarro Leo '07. Leo carried
the ball 25 times during the
game, and he shared the load on
the ground with sophomore
Lemi Joyner, who had 19 carries
for 89 yards.
Captain Chris Olenoski '07
was again the Bantams' leading
receiver with seven catches for 90
yards and also had four punt
returns for 40 yards, giving him
130 all purpose yards for the day.
McGrath also had a very solid
day in the air with 114 yards passing and an interception.
Defense characterized the
Hamilton game, which saw 15
punts, three turnovers on downs,
three interceptions, and a fumble.
Early in the first quarter, each
team was able to put together one
substantial drive, but Trinity's
early drive was ended by a lost
fumble after eight plays and 51
yards while the ensuing Hamilton
drive, which was also eight plays
and 66 yards, was ended at the
Trinity three yard line by a John
Marinelli '09 interception.
The teams traded punts until
the end of the quarter when
Trinity took over on their own 34

Edwin C. Pratt

The Bantam defense has been great the past two weeks, recording two shutouts.

yard line. Joyner carried the
Bantams down the field with four
rushes for 42 yards, including a
29-yard carry that moved the
Bantams down to the Hamilton
32. '
McGrath then completed two
straight passes to Olenoski for six
and 11 yards respectively, and Leo
capped the drive with a seven
yard scramble for the touchdown
to make the score 7-0.
In response to Trinity's touchdown drive, Hamilton put together an impressive drive of thenown, moving the ball to Trinity's
19 yard line before Hamilton
quarterback Ben Saccomano was
intercepted by cornerback Paul
Mounds '07, who proceeded to
return the ball 52 yards into
Hamilton territory.

However, the Bantam offense
incurred a penalty on the first
play of the drive, a tendency the
Bantams will need to shed in
upcoming weeks, and was unable
to get a first down after the interception. The Bantams punted
the ball away again.
The two teams went into the
half with Trinity leading 7-0. The
Bantams received the ball in the
second half and, after a Hamilton
facemask penalty, Trinity started
their first drive of the third quarter at midfield. It was here that
Trinity's offense of old shone
through in a drive that contained
nine rushing plays and two pass
plays. Both passes were incomplete, so Trinity gained all 44
see BROAD on page 21

Field Hockey Beats Tufts, Stands Alone in Fourth Men's Soccer
Gets FirstBig
Wins This Year
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN

SPORTS WRITER

Off to their best start since 1998, the
Trinity Field Hockey team emerged from a
tight game at home on Saturday against
the Tufts University Jumbos with a 2-1
win, a 7-3 record overall, and a 4-2
NESCAC mark.
The Bantams have played five games in
the past three weeks and have compiled a
3-2 record during that span. They finished
September with a 3-0 home win over the
Clark University Cougars and a 2-0 away
loss to the Williams College Ephs, and
began October with a 1-0 away win over
the Connecticut College Camels, a 2-1
road loss to the Keene State Owls, and the
win against Tufts.
As has become commonplace, junior
forward Marisa Shutte scored two of the
three goals in the Clark game, with an
assist from sophomore forward Karli Del
Rossi.
Del Rossi scored the second goal of the
game in the second half and Shutte scored
the final tally on an impressive play by
freshman forward Carolyn Wolcott and
junior midfielder Katie Curran, who were
credited with assists. Trinity outshot Clark
32-8, and freshman goalie Jill Fraker made
five saves and recorded her second shutout
of the year.
Undefeated Williams College held
Trinity to seven shots and no goals in a

tough 2-0 loss in which Fraker made six
saves. Part of Trinity's downfall in that
game had to do with corner shots: the
Bantams allowed fourteen while taking
only four.
Trinity started October on the right
foot with an exciting win over the Camels
in New London. Shutte scored the only
goal of the game in the second half on an
assist by Del Rossi after a penalty corner
by Wolcott. Fraker made nine saves and
earned another shutout.

The Bantams took an early lead over
the Owls on a goal by senior forward Erin
Daly which was again assisted by Del Rossi,
only to see it slip away in the second half
despite Fraker's seven saves. Trinity outshot Keene State .19-12,. but in the end,
could not hold on as Keene came from
behind in the second half with two goals
to get the win.
This past Saturday, the Bantams looked
see MWATURURA on page 22
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The Field Hockey team is in the hunt for a NESCAC playoiFspot with a superb 4-2 league record.

By GRIFFIN READY
SPORTS WRITER
This past weekend, the Men's Soccer
team brought their 'A' game against the
Tufts Jumbos and came out with a huge 31 win. The win was due in the most part
to fine goalkeeping and excellent offense,
particularly from junior forward Spencer
Vinal, who had two goals in the victory.
The Bantams are now 2-8-1 on the season, 1-6 in league play. The Jumbos fall to
5-5-1 and 2-4-1 in league play. The Jumbos
were coming off back-to-back 5-0 victories
against Bowdoin and Plymouth State, and
the Bantams were coming into the game
with a stretch of tough contests behind
them.
Going into Saturday's game, the
Bantams were 1-7-1 on the season, coming
off a 1-0 loss to Connecticut College last
weekend and a scoreless tie to Eastern
Connecticut on Tuesday.
The Bantams first win of the season
came before the Conn. College game,
j against Westfield State. The Bantams came
into the game without a win and were
see VINAL on page 23

